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Abstract

Human-computer interaction (HCI) is evolving towards more natural, social,
and user-centered interactions, specifically focusing on the use of the en-
tire body as an interface. Full-body interaction involves capturing and an-

alyzing body movements to control and manipulate digital content, enabling im-
mersive and engaging experiences. In this context, computer vision technology is
preferred over add-ons, wearables, or marker systems due to its non-intrusive, cost-
effective, and versatile nature. By eliminating the need for additional devices, it
allows for a more natural and unrestricted human motion observation, ensuring a
genuine representation of movement. However, designing effective full-body inter-
action systems requires understanding human motion and its interpretation, which
poses challenges for interaction designers.

This thesis addresses the critical need for structured relationships between hu-
man motion and feature extraction technology, which arises from the existing prob-
lem that non-technically skilled practitioners often struggle to utilize motion-based
features effectively. To provide better context, it is essential to present the chal-
lenges faced by these professionals in working with complex technical parameters
and motion-based features, hindering their ability to create multi-user interactive
experiences. By highlighting this issue early on, the thesis aims to emphasize its
significance and underscore that its primary objective is not just to resolve the inter-
action design challenges but also to offer an additional value of empowering non-
technical profiles by facilitating their design work through accessible motion feature
extraction technology.

In line with the identified challenges, this thesis aims to contribute to the field
of interaction design by offering a comprehensive framework for motion-based in-
teraction design in large-volume spaces. These spaces, characterized by their size
and complexity, present unique challenges in terms of seamless and intuitive user
experiences. By bridging the gap between technical parameters and interpretable
motion-based features, the presented framework is suited to a broader range of prac-
titioners. The main stages that form this contribution are outlined as follows:

1. A comprehensive investigation of interaction designers’ perceptions of motion-
based full-body features and their link to sensor-based interaction design strate-
gies. This study provides insight into designers’ perspectives, experiences, and
challenges when incorporating motion-based features into their design work.

2. Development of a guiding framework to align sensor-based interactions with
the design process, capturing the essential requirements to use motion-based
features and empowering designers to create more engaging and meaningful
interactions.

3. A set of motion-based features carefully developed in alignment with the es-
tablished framework. This stage underscores the significance of the frame-
work as a guiding principle in shaping the design of user interactions in large-
volume spaces. This symbiotic relationship between the proposed features and
the framework highlights a valuable contribution, enabling non-technologically
skilled practitioners to create immersive and engaging multi-user interactive
experiences.
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4. A user-centered evaluation to assess the impact of the proposed features on
concept ideation and motion-based interaction design. This evaluation gathers
insights from users and designers, providing valuable feedback on the effec-
tiveness and usability of the proposed features.
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Resumen

La interacción humano-computadora (HCI) está evolucionando hacia interac-
ciones más naturales, sociales y centradas en el usuario, centrándose especí-
ficamente en el uso de todo el cuerpo como interfaz. La interacción de cuerpo

completo implica capturar y analizar los movimientos del cuerpo para controlar y
manipular contenido digital, lo que permite experiencias inmersivas y atractivas. En
este contexto, la tecnología de visión por computadora es preferida sobre comple-
mentos, dispositivos portátiles o sistemas de marcadores debido a su naturaleza no
intrusiva, rentable y versátil. Al eliminar la necesidad de dispositivos adicionales,
permite una observación más natural y sin restricciones del movimiento humano,
asegurando una representación genuina del movimiento. Sin embargo, el diseño de
sistemas de interacción de cuerpo completo efectivos requiere comprender el movi-
miento humano y su interpretación, lo que plantea desafíos para los diseñadores de
interacción.

Esta tesis aborda la necesidad crítica de relaciones estructuradas entre el movimi-
ento humano y la tecnología de extracción de características, que surge del problema
existente de que los profesionales no técnicos a menudo tienen dificultades para uti-
lizar eficazmente las características basadas en el movimiento. Para proporcionar un
mejor contexto, es esencial presentar los desafíos que enfrentan estos profesionales
al trabajar con parámetros técnicos complejos y características basadas en el movi-
miento, lo que dificulta su capacidad para crear experiencias interactivas para varios
usuarios. Al resaltar este problema desde el principio, la tesis tiene como objetivo
enfatizar su importancia y subrayar que su objetivo principal no es solo resolver los
desafíos del diseño de interacción, sino también ofrecer un valor adicional al capaci-
tar a perfiles no técnicos mediante la facilitación de su trabajo de diseño a través de
la tecnología accesible de extracción de características basadas en el movimiento.

Siguiendo los desafíos identificados, esta tesis tiene como objetivo contribuir al
campo del diseño de interacción ofreciendo un marco integral para el diseño de in-
teracción basado en el movimiento en espacios de gran volumen. Estos espacios, ca-
racterizados por su tamaño y complejidad, presentan desafíos únicos en términos de
experiencias de usuario fluidas e intuitivas. Al cerrar la brecha entre los parámetros
técnicos y las características basadas en el movimiento interpretables, el marco pre-
sentado es adecuado para una amplia gama de profesionales. Las principales etapas
que conforman esta contribución se describen a continuación:

1. Una investigación exhaustiva de las percepciones de los diseñadores de inter-
acción sobre las características basadas en el movimiento de cuerpo completo
y su vínculo con las estrategias de diseño de interacción basadas en sensores.
Este estudio proporciona una visión de las perspectivas, experiencias y desa-
fíos de los diseñadores al incorporar características basadas en el movimiento
en su trabajo de diseño.

2. Desarrollo de un marco guía para alinear las interacciones basadas en sensores
con el proceso de diseño, capturando los requisitos esenciales para utilizar ca-
racterísticas basadas en el movimiento y empoderando a los diseñadores para
crear interacciones más atractivas y significativas.

3. Un conjunto de características basadas en el movimiento desarrolladas cuida-
dosamente en línea con el marco establecido. Esta etapa subraya la importancia
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del marco como un principio rector en la configuración del diseño de interac-
ciones de usuario en espacios de gran volumen. Esta relación simbiótica entre
las características propuestas y el marco destaca una contribución valiosa, que
capacita a los profesionales no tecnológicamente capacitados para crear expe-
riencias interactivas inmersivas y atractivas para varios usuarios.

4. Una evaluación centrada en el usuario para evaluar el impacto de las caracte-
rísticas propuestas en la ideación de conceptos y el diseño de interacción ba-
sado en el movimiento. Esta evaluación recopila información de los usuarios
y diseñadores, proporcionando comentarios valiosos sobre la efectividad y la
usabilidad de las características propuestas.
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Resumen

La interacció humà-ordinador (HCI) està evolucionant cap a interaccions més
naturals, socials i centrades en l’usuari, centrant-se específicament en l’ús de
tot el cos com a interfície. La interacció de cos complet implica capturar i

analitzar els moviments del cos per controlar i manipular contingut digital, cosa que
permet experiències immersives i atractives. En aquest context, la tecnologia de vi-
sió per ordinador és preferida sobre complements, dispositius portàtils o sistemes
de marcadors a causa de la seva naturalesa no intrusiva, rendible i versàtil. En eli-
minar la necessitat de dispositius addicionals, permet una observació més natural
i sense restriccions del moviment humà, assegurant una representació genuïna del
moviment. Tot i això, el disseny de sistemes d’interacció de cos complet efectius
requereix comprendre el moviment humà i la seva interpretació, cosa que planteja
desafiaments per als dissenyadors d’interacció.

Aquesta tesi aborda la necessitat crítica de relacions estructurades entre el mo-
viment humà i la tecnologia d’extracció de característiques, que sorgeix del proble-
ma existent que els professionals no tècnics sovint tenen dificultats per utilitzar efi-
caçment les característiques basades en el moviment. Per proporcionar un millor
context, és essencial presentar els desafiaments que enfronten aquests professionals
en treballar amb paràmetres tècnics complexos i característiques basades en el mo-
viment, cosa que en dificulta la capacitat per crear experiències interactives per a
diversos usuaris. En ressaltar aquest problema des del principi, la tesi té com a ob-
jectiu emfatitzar la seva importància i subratllar que el seu objectiu principal no és
sols resoldre els desafiaments del disseny d’interacció, sinó també oferir un valor
addicional en capacitar perfils no tècnics mitjançant la facilitació del seu treball de
disseny a través de la tecnologia accessible d’extracció de característiques basades
en el moviment.

Seguint els desafiaments identificats, aquesta tesi té com a objectiu contribuir al
camp del disseny d’interacció oferint un marc integral per al disseny d’interacció ba-
sat en el moviment en espais de gran volum. Aquests espais, caracteritzats per la se-
va mida i la seva complexitat, presenten desafiaments únics en termes d’experiències
d’usuari fluïdes i intuïtives. En tancar la bretxa entre els paràmetres tècnics i les ca-
racterístiques basades en el moviment interpretables, el marc presentat és adequat
per a una àmplia gamma de professionals. Les principals etapes que conformen
aquesta contribució es d’escriuen a continuació:

1. Una investigació exhaustiva de les percepcions dels dissenyadors d’interacció
sobre les característiques basades en el moviment de cos complet i el seu enllaç
amb les estratègies de disseny d’interacció basades en sensors. Aquest estudi
proporciona una visió de les perspectives, experiències i desafiaments dels dis-
senyadors en incorporar característiques basades en el moviment en el treball
de disseny.

2. Desenvolupament d’un marc guia per alinear les interaccions basades en sen-
sors amb el procés de disseny, capturant els requisits essencials per utilitzar
característiques basades en el moviment i empoderant els dissenyadors per
crear interaccions més atractives i significatives.

3. Un conjunt de característiques basades en el moviment desenvolupades amb
cura en línia amb el marc establert. Aquesta etapa subratlla la importància
del marc com a principi rector en la configuració del disseny d’interaccions
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d’usuari en espais de gran volum. Aquesta relació simbiòtica entre les carac-
terístiques proposades i el marc destaca una contribució valuosa, que capacita
els professionals no tecnològicament capacitats per crear experiències interac-
tives immersives i atractives per a diversos usuaris.

4. Una avaluació centrada en l’usuari per avaluar l’impacte de les característi-
ques proposades en la ideació de conceptes i el disseny d’interacció basat en
el moviment. Aquesta avaluació recopila informació dels usuaris i dissenya-
dors i proporciona comentaris valuosos sobre l’efectivitat i la usabilitat de les
característiques proposades.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Human-computer interaction (HCI) is a field of study that deals with the de-
sign, evaluation, and implementation of interactive computing systems for
human use. HCI focuses on the relationship between people and technol-

ogy and seeks to understand how to create user-friendly and effective computer
interfaces that meet the needs of users [1]. Current trends in the field are oriented
toward more natural, social, and user-centered interactions, leaving behind the cen-
tral interest in the physical machine and the traditional confines of the desk [2]–[4].
One emergent approach in the field of HCI is the use of the entire body as an inter-
face, which has gained momentum in recent years as researchers explore new ways
to incorporate gesture recognition and other forms of non-verbal communication
into computing interfaces [5].

Full-body interaction involves capturing and analyzing body movements, pos-
ture, and other physical gestures to control and manipulate digital content, opening
up a world of possibilities for engaging with technology [5]. From gaming to ed-
ucation and art exhibitions, full-body interaction has been used in a wide range of
applications to create immersive and entertaining experiences [6]–[8]. For instance,
virtual reality (VR) applications incorporate full-body interaction to allow users to
physically immerse themselves in a digital environment and interact with it using
their entire body [9]. In educational settings, full-body interaction has been used
to engage students and enhance learning throughout smart learning environments
[10]. Finally, full-body interaction has also found a place in art and public installa-
tions. For example, the Rain Room exhibit by Random International allows visitors
to walk through a simulated rainstorm without getting wet. The exhibition uses
motion sensors and computer programming to detect the visitor’s body movements
and stop the rain from falling in that area, creating an immersive and interactive
experience [11].

Human motion is a complex and nuanced phenomenon that involves a combina-
tion of physical movements, gestures, and body language, which makes the sensing
of human motion a critical component of interaction design [12]. In full-body inter-
action, various technologies are used to sense and interpret the user’s body move-
ments and gestures. These technologies can include motion sensors, depth-sensing
cameras, computer vision, and wearable devices. The sensing of human motion
plays a vital role in enabling the computer system to respond in real time to the
user’s movements, which fosters a sense of flow and continuity in the interaction
process [13].
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1.1 Motivation

Interaction design is the process of designing interactive products, systems, and ser-
vices in a way that allows users to interact with them in a significant and efficient
manner. It involves the creation of interfaces that enable users to interact with tech-
nology and the designing of systems that respond appropriately to user input [14].
Interaction designers work to understand the needs and requirements of users and
use that knowledge to design interfaces that are intuitive and easy to use. They also
consider the context in which the interface will be used, such as the user’s physical
environment and the tasks that they will be performing [15]. However, both tasks
require an understanding of human motion and the ability to interpret it, for which
the interaction designer must resort to sophisticated algorithms and technologies to
extract information from the user’s bodily movements [16], [17].

Technologies to track human motion for interaction purposes can be classified
into three main types: surface-based, device-based, and camera-based interaction
[18]. Surface-based interaction involves using large surfaces such as walls and floors
to recognize gestures. Mobile devices, touch displays, and tablets are common ex-
amples of surface-based interaction systems. Device-based interaction, on the other
hand, requires users to interact with specific devices that are equipped with sensors
such as pressure pads, accelerometers, and gyroscopes, to track their movement.
Wearable devices, such as smartwatches and fitness trackers, fall under this category.
Finally, camera-based interaction systems use optical passive or active markers, as
well as color, depth, or infrared cameras, to recognize human motion. Systems that
use markers are well known for being precise and expensive, being their main draw-
back, the requirement of wearing a tight marker bodysuit that causes discomfort [9].
As most relevant for full-body interaction, markerless systems that utilize computer
vision technology are of particular interest in our research [19]. These systems rely
on multiple cameras to capture and analyze human motion without the need for any
special wearable add-ons or markers. This thesis specifically focuses on markerless
systems because they offer several advantages. First, the use of cameras enables
tracking of users and reporting of full-body information in real-time without any
intrusive or uncomfortable add-ons. Second, multiple cameras in a network allow
for the tracking of multiple users in large volumes without occlusions, as overlap-
ping individual fields of view enable continuous monitoring. Finally, as computer
vision technology continues to improve and become more accessible, designers and
researchers can explore new and richer ways of interacting [16], [17].

Large volume spaces, such as museums, galleries, or public installations, offer
unique challenges and opportunities for interaction design. These spaces provide
designers with the potential to create immersive experiences for users that go be-
yond traditional screen-based interfaces. In such environments, full-body interac-
tion can be particularly effective, as they offer enough room for users to move and in-
teract with digital content without being constrained by physical boundaries. How-
ever, designing for large volume spaces also presents significant challenges, such as
ensuring the system can handle multiple users simultaneously and cope with the
unpredictable nature of public spaces [20], [21]. Additionally, large volume spaces
require sensing technologies that are capable of tracking users accurately and ro-
bustly over a wide area [22], [23]. One example of an interactive experience that
utilizes these technologies is called "Body Paint" by digital artist Memo Akten [24],
[25]. The installation is set up in a large volume space such as a museum or gallery
and involves multiple users interacting with the digital artwork projected on a wall.
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The users are tracked by a camera-based interaction system that utilizes computer
vision technology to extract features from their body movements. This combina-
tion of full-body interaction, computer vision, and large volume spaces presents a
unique opportunity to create novel and compelling user experiences but requires
careful consideration of the design and technological challenges involved, which is
not always easy for non-technologically skilled designers to fully grasp.

It is worth noting that within the field of interaction design, there are various
profiles of designers, some of whom may not possess a strong technical background
and, consequently, might not fully harness the potential of motion-based feature ex-
traction technologies [26]–[28]. This distinction is crucial and is explicitly addressed
in the thesis since it represents an important factor influencing the successful im-
plementation of such systems. By providing a clear definition of the interaction
designer’s profile (see Section 3.1.1), the thesis effectively illuminate why some de-
signers may not engage with these intricate algorithms and technologies as exten-
sively as others. Additionally, in our understanding of the interaction design field,
the practitioner’s work can be encapsulated by two distinct tasks, each demanding
a unique set of skills and perspectives. On the one hand, designers need to deter-
mine which features to extract from users’ movements and their relevance to the
interaction design. This involves analyzing users’ different body movements dur-
ing their interaction with the artwork and selecting the ones that best communicate
their intentions. On the other hand, interaction designers need to consider the user
experience and ensure that the installation is intuitive and easy to use. This involves
designing the interface in a way that encourages users to explore and experiment
with their body movements, as well as providing feedback that guides them toward
their intended interaction goals. Our argument here is that many interaction design-
ers may not have a fully developed technical perspective to accurately interpret user
movements, and complement their design-oriented thinking. Exploring these chal-
lenges and considerations in interaction design not only enriches the development of
interactive experiences but also opens new avenues for the democratization of tech-
nology, making it accessible and rewarding for designers of varying backgrounds
and expertise levels.

1.2 Purpose and Scope of the Thesis

Eriksson et al. [17] consider motion-based interaction as especially suited for inter-
action that takes place in a public or social context, providing interesting alternatives
to traditional interaction techniques within social settings and public places. One of
the key challenges for interaction designers is to find systematic and predictable re-
lationships between human movement and technology, which requires sensor data
analysis and extraction and interpretation of features. Far beyond very fine-grained,
accurate data, motion-based interaction design often benefits from working with
higher-level features to create engaging interactions. Yet, motion-based computa-
tional frameworks most often focus on the detection strategy without providing
clarity on how to use such data for the design of user interactions [29]–[31]. This
purely technical approach makes it challenging for non-technologically skilled prac-
titioners to explore feature extraction technology as a design material.

Moreover, as interactive computational systems continue to advance in func-
tionality and complexity, particularly in large volume spaces with multiple users,
it becomes increasingly crucial for designers to comprehend not only the raw data
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provided by sensing technology but also its relevance to interaction design possibil-
ities [12]. This thesis recognizes the importance of bridging the gap between purely
technical parameters and interpretable features, serving as both a rapid prototyping
and deployment tool for practitioners and a means to enhance the understanding
of the diverse interaction design opportunities offered by computer vision technol-
ogy. Additionally, this research acknowledges that modeling multiple-user spatial
interactions is not a straightforward task if the communication strategies between
users and the system are not sufficiently broad. By exploring a range of designer-
interpretable motion-based features, we aim to expand the scope of such communi-
cation and provide guidance for designers in creating novel interactive experiences.

In light of the challenges faced by non-technologically skilled interaction design-
ers in leveraging motion-based interaction within large-volume spaces, this thesis
addresses the need for structured and predictable relationships between human mo-
tion and technology. While previous research has primarily focused on technical
aspects such as sensor data analysis and detection strategies [30], [32], there is a crit-
ical gap in understanding how to effectively utilize this data for the design of user
interactions.

By shifting the focus towards higher-level features and their application in cre-
ating engaging interactions, we seek to provide a comprehensive framework for
motion-based interaction design. The purpose of this research is to identify full-body
motion-based features that are closely tied to interaction design assumptions and
generalizations, enabling the design of multi-user interactive experiences. This ex-
ploration necessitates the analysis of user-centered interaction design models, meth-
ods, and techniques, which will inform the extraction and interpretation of designer-
interpretable features from the data produced by computer vision technology.

1.3 Working Hypothesis & Research Questions

The experimental hypothesis upon which this research is based is that designer-
interpretable motion-based features, extracted using an easy-to-use computer vision
tool, may help non-technologically skilled practitioners to design multiple-user in-
teractive experiences in large volume spaces (up to 10x10x3 cubic meters), offer-
ing a focused research direction that investigates the correlation between users’ full-
body motion-based features and the opportunities for interaction design facilitated
by computer vision technology. By examining this correlation, designers can gain a
deeper understanding of the potential interactions that can be created in large vol-
ume spaces. This exploration opens up avenues for developing more intuitive and
user-friendly interfaces, enabling non-technologically skilled practitioners to engage
with interactive technologies more effectively. Under this hypothesis, interaction
designers will delve into users’ full-body motion-based features to establish con-
nections between the sensing capabilities of computer vision technology and the
possibilities for interaction design.

In an approach to proving this hypothesis, three independent research questions
guided the process:

• RQ1. How have non-technologically skilled designers utilized computer vi-
sion sensing technology to design interactive spaces?

• RQ2. What are the key design requirements that a set of features should ad-
dress when creating multiple-user motion-based interactions in the context of
full-body and large volume spaces?
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• RQ3. How can creators effectively leverage designer-interpretable motion-based
features to produce compelling multiple-user full-body interaction experiences?

1.4 Research Aim

The objectives collectively underpin strategies designed to address the research ques-
tions and substantiate the hypothesis. In line with these intentions, this thesis aims
to propose multiple-user motion-based features linked to designer-interpretable con-
cepts to help non-technologically skilled practitioners create full-body interactions
in large volume spaces. To achieve this aim, the following specific objectives were
pursued:

• O1. Study computer vision’s recent achievements for pose estimation and peo-
ple tracking of multiple human bodies which are necessary for capturing and
analyzing full-body motion-based data in large-volume interaction spaces.

• O2. Explore the definition of what may be considered designer-interpretable
motion-based features, based on practitioners’ interests, interaction design me-
thodologies, and machine learning capabilities for multi-dimensional data re-
duction.

• O3. Propose a mapping strategy linking low-level motion-based features to a
designer-interpretable feature space.

• O4. Evaluate the potential of a proposed set of features to become an effective
tool that opens new possibilities for interaction design, artistic expression, and
creative prototyping.

1.5 Research Methodology

The research methodology employed in this thesis is Action Research, a cyclical pro-
cess that encompasses problem-solving, learning, and taking action to bring about
transformative change and improvement in a specific field [33]. The rationale be-
hind selecting Action Research as the underlying methodology lies in its intrinsic
capacity to facilitate active researcher engagement within the domain of study. This
approach enables meaningful participation with stakeholders throughout the itera-
tive stages of Diagnosis, Planning, Intervention, and Evaluation, all of which play
crucial roles in the process of problem-solving and enhancement [33]. By engag-
ing in a dynamic interplay between theory and practice, Action Research facilitates
the exploration of real-world challenges and the development of practical solutions.
This proactive approach aligns seamlessly with the objectives of this thesis, which
seeks to investigate and address the technical hurdles faced by designers in utiliz-
ing computer vision and raw sensor data for interactive applications. The rest of
this section will provide a more detailed account of each stage, outlining the specific
actions and activities undertaken during the research process.

Diagnosis. The Diagnosis stage serves as the foundation for the entire research
process, encompassing a comprehensive exploration of the existing knowledge and
challenges in the domain of interaction design with computer vision and raw sensor
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data. To begin, a rigorous literature review was conducted to gain a deep under-
standing of the technical state-of-the-art in the field. This involved delving into rel-
evant academic publications, and cutting-edge research that provided insights into
the current advancements and limitations. In addition to the literature review, a
focus group session was organized, inviting interaction designers to participate in
discussions. This interactive engagement allowed the researcher to grasp the practi-
cal tools and techniques employed by designers and their experiences with motion-
based features and sensing technology. The valuable input obtained from this ses-
sion contributed to identifying the prevalent challenges faced by designers in this
domain.

Planning. Building on the insights gained from the Diagnosis stage, the Planning
stage involved the formulation of a coherent strategy to address the identified chal-
lenges effectively. A working theory was developed, drawing from conceptual de-
sign frameworks and the designers’ problem-solving approaches in dealing with
technical aspects of feature representation. This theoretical framework acted as a
guide, aligning the research with practical design needs in sensor-based interactions.
Moreover, the Planning stage facilitated the establishment of a clear roadmap for the
research, outlining the specific steps and actions to be taken in the subsequent Inter-
vention stage. It involved devising methodologies for mapping low-level features
to higher-level designer-interpretable concepts, providing a basis for practical imple-
mentation.

Intervention. During the Intervention stage, the research actively intervenes to ad-
dress the identified challenges and implement the proposed solutions. It is a pivotal
phase where the theoretical findings from the Diagnosis and Planning stages are
put into action. In this thesis, the Intervention stage involved establishing a con-
nection between low-level features extracted from computer vision and raw sensor
data and higher-level features that could be easily interpreted by interaction design-
ers. This required a thorough analysis of the technical features and their potential
mapping to conceptual design frameworks. A mapping strategy was devised based
on these insights to facilitate a seamless transition from technical representations to
designer-friendly concepts. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a
computational prototype was developed. This prototype served as a practical imple-
mentation of the research outcomes, allowing designers to interact with and tangibly
evaluate the proposed features.

Evaluation. In the Evaluation stage, the research assessed the impact and efficacy
of the proposed intervention. It aimed to gauge the success of the implemented
changes and analyze how they addressed the initial challenges. To evaluate the in-
tervention’s effectiveness, a qualitative study was conducted, involving interviews
with experts in interaction design and human-computer interaction. These inter-
views provided valuable insights into how the introduced features were perceived
and experienced by experienced practitioners. The feedback gathered shed light on
the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed solution, as well as potential areas
for further improvement. The Evaluation stage also enabled a reflective analysis of
the research process. The outcomes and methodologies employed were critically
examined to gain valuable knowledge for future iterations on the effectiveness and
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practicality of the proposed design features, offering validation and contributing to
the overall research outcomes.

1.6 Main Contributions

In the following list, the main contributions of this thesis are highlighted. Further-
more, they are associated with the research objectives, research questions, as well as
publications during the research period (refer to Appendix A for further details).

• C1. Investigating interaction designers’ perceptions of using motion-based full-body
features and their link to sensor-based interaction design strategies. This contribu-
tion emphasizes the importance of understanding how interaction designers
perceive and approach the utilization of motion-based full-body features in
their design processes. By conducting a focus group study and gathering in-
sights from interaction designers, the thesis seeks to shed light on their per-
spectives, experiences, and attitudes towards these features. The investigation
delves into various aspects, such as how designers perceive the value and po-
tential of motion-based full-body features, the challenges they face in incorpo-
rating them into their design work, and the strategies they employ to bridge
the gap between sensor-based technology and interaction design principles.
By examining designers’ perceptions, the research aims to uncover valuable
insights that can inform the development of effective design strategies and
frameworks for leveraging motion-based full-body features. This contribu-
tion provides a deeper understanding of the designers’ perspectives and helps
identify the practical implications, opportunities, and limitations associated
with incorporating these features into interaction design processes. This con-
tribution addresses objective O2 and research questions RQ1 and RQ2, and it
is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The analysis and results were published
in the International Journal of Human-Computer Studies 1 (see Appendix A.1 for
additional information).

• C2. Development of a working theory and guiding framework for aligning sensor-
based interactions with the design process. This theory emerges from the explo-
ration of the design needs and advantages associated with the utilization of
designer-interpretable motion-based features in multiple-user full-body interac-
tion experiences. Through the focus group study conducted in Chapter 3, in-
sights and perceptions of interaction designers regarding the use of motion-
based features were gathered and analyzed. These findings provide a rich
foundation for understanding the design needs and requirements when in-
corporating motion-based features in the creation of multiple-user full-body
interaction experiences. The development of a working theory involves syn-
thesizing the outcomes of the focus group study and deriving a set of prin-
ciples, or guidelines, that capture the essential aspects of leveraging designer-
interpretable motion-based features. It offers insights into how to effectively
interpret and utilize motion-based data, enabling designers to create more en-
gaging and meaningful interactions in the context of multiple users and full-
body experiences. This contribution addresses objective O3, guided by the
research question RQ3, and it is discussed in detail in Section 4.1. Moreover, it

1https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/international-journal-of-human-computer-studies

https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/international-journal-of-human-computer-studies
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serves as a foundational guide for the development of the tools presented and
assessed in articles A.2 and A.3.

• C3. Proposal of a set of designer-interpretable features and the development of a com-
putational prototype that enables the extraction and visual representation of motion-
based features. This contribution addresses the need to bridge the gap between
complex motion analysis algorithms and the practical requirements of design-
ers. The proposed set of designer-interpretable features aims to provide design-
ers with a meaningful and intuitive way to leverage human motion in their in-
teractive experiences. These features are designed to be easily understandable
and interpretable by designers, facilitating their incorporation into the design
process. To support the practical implementation of these features, a compu-
tational prototype is developed. This prototype utilizes advanced algorithms
and techniques to extract motion-based features from a multiple-camera setup.
It then transforms these features into visual representations or descriptors that
are easily comprehensible to designers. By visually representing the output of
the algorithms, the prototype provides designers with a tangible and accessible
way to interpret and utilize motion-based features in their design work. This
contribution addresses objectives O1 and O3, guided by the research question
RQ3, and it is discussed in detail in Section 4.2. A subset of features regarding
user clustering visualization was presented at the 25th International Conference
on Human-computer Interaction 2 (refer to Appendix A.2 for further details). A
complete description of the set of features and the technical details involved
in the development of the computational prototype are presented in an article
submitted to the ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction 3 (refer to
Appendix A.3 for further details).

• C4. Conducting a user-centered evaluation to assess the impact of the proposed fea-
tures on concept ideation and motion-based interaction design. This contribution
focuses on gathering insights from users and designers to understand how the
proposed features influence the creative process of generating ideas and de-
signing interactions. By conducting a user-centered evaluation, the thesis aims
to gain valuable feedback and perspectives from individuals who directly en-
gage with the features in the context of concept ideation and motion-based in-
teraction design. This evaluation involves gathering qualitative data through
user interviews, and it examines how the proposed features affect the ideation
phase by exploring whether they inspire new design concepts, enhance cre-
ativity, or enable novel interaction possibilities. This contribution addresses
objective O4 and is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The results and discus-
sion are disseminated in part in the article A.2, and in greater detail in the
article A.3.

1.7 Thesis Outline

This thesis is structured to provide a detailed exploration of the concepts, method-
ologies, and findings related to the design and integration of motion-based full-body
features in interactive experiences. The subsequent paragraphs outline the organi-
zation of this work and briefly introduce the key focus of each chapter.

2https://2023.hci.international/
3https://dl.acm.org/journal/tochi

https://2023.hci.international/
https://dl.acm.org/journal/tochi
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Chapter 2, Background and Literature Review, summarizes the preliminary con-
cepts and background information used in the rest of the thesis. To provide a holis-
tic view of design frameworks for movement-based interaction, this chapter offers
an overview of prominent frameworks that prioritize enhancing the user experience.
By exploring these frameworks, the thesis aims to identify key principles and design
considerations that can inform the development of effective full-body interactions in
large volume spaces. The analysis of these design frameworks will shed light on best
practices and design strategies employed by experts in the field. Furthermore, the
chapter delves into the state-of-the-art techniques used for estimating and tracking
the 3d pose of multiple human bodies. Accurate estimation and tracking of human
movement are crucial for capturing and analyzing movement data in room-scale in-
teraction spaces. By examining the latest advancements and approaches in this area,
the thesis aims to establish a solid understanding of the technical aspects and chal-
lenges involved in capturing and processing movement data from multiple users.

Chapter 3, titled Interaction Designers’ Perceptions of Using Motion-Based Full-Body
Features, presents the results of the conducted focus group study to understand and
analyze the perceptions of interaction designers toward using motion-based full-
body features and how they link sensor-based interaction design with feature extrac-
tion technology. Through the analysis of the focus group discussions, this chapter
sheds light on the insights, opinions, and experiences shared by interaction design-
ers about motion-based full-body features. The study sought to explore how these
designers perceive the value, usability, and potential challenges associated with in-
tegrating such features into their design processes. Additionally, it investigates how
they leverage sensor-based interaction design principles and feature extraction tech-
nology to create engaging user experiences.

Chapter 4 introduces an approach that builds on the results of Chapter 3 to pro-
pose a set of designer-interpretable features that enhance the designer’s ability to use
human motion in interactive experiences. Additionally, it presents a computational
prototype that extracts motion-based features and visually offers simple descriptors
of the algorithms’ output. The purpose of this computational prototype is to provide
a practical tool that bridges the gap between the complexities of motion analysis al-
gorithms and the practical needs of designers. Both, the proposed set of designer-
interpretable features and the computational prototype facilitate the translation of
abstract motion data into tangible design elements, enabling non-technologically
skilled designers to harness the expressive potential of human motion in the cre-
ation of engaging and immersive interactive experiences.

Chapter 5, A User-Centered Evaluation of Movement-Based Features for Interaction
Design Purposes, evaluates the effects of the proposed features on the concept ideation
and design of motion-based interactions following a user-centered strategy. The
chapter aims to establish the validity and effectiveness of the approach through a
qualitative study involving interaction designers. It offers a detailed analysis of the
designers’ perspectives, experiences, and observations regarding the use of these
features in their design practices. By capturing and analyzing this qualitative data,
the chapter provides valuable insights into the strengths, limitations, and potential
improvements of the proposed approach. Additionally, a comprehensive overview
of the study design and methodology is provided, outlining the steps taken to gather
data and insights from interaction designers. The chapter discusses how to refine
interaction design practice by extracting motion-based features, and explores the
benefits of feature visualization for designing motion-based interactions.

Chapter 6 presents a comprehensive reflection on the research conducted in this
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thesis, contextualizing it within the scope of the objectives and the specific purposes
of the three papers derived from this study. Moreover, it concludes the thesis and
presents guidelines for future work.

Finally, the complete list of publications made during the research period is pre-
sented in Appendix A.

Figure 1.1 depicts the structure of the thesis and maps the chapters to their re-
spective objective and publications (P1 to P3).

FIGURE 1.1: Thesis outline.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review

This chapter delves into the rich landscape of the HCI field and explores the
evolution of user interfaces, focusing particularly on sensor-based interac-
tions and full-body movement analysis. Section 2.1, sets the foundation by

tracing the historical development of HCI and its impact on user interfaces. We
explore the concept of a natural user interface (NUI) that emphasizes intuitive inter-
actions, breaking away from traditional input devices. Additionally, we examine the
emergence of full-body interaction, which enables users to engage with digital sys-
tems using their entire body, promoting more immersive experiences. Understand-
ing the evolution and significance of these interaction techniques lays the ground-
work for the subsequent exploration of sensor-based interactions. Section 2.2 focuses
on sensor-based interactions, which form the backbone of seamless engagement be-
tween users and computational systems. By leveraging physical sensors and data
capture techniques, sensor-based interactions enable users to interact with digital
devices in novel and intuitive ways. This section examines the design principles and
considerations involved in creating sensor-based interaction experiences, providing
insights into the practical aspects of implementing such interactions. In Section 2.3,
the spotlight shifts to computer vision and its key role in analyzing full-body move-
ments. With advancements in computer vision algorithms, 3d pose estimation and
tracking techniques have gained prominence, enabling accurate and real-time track-
ing of human movements. Additionally, movement feature extraction techniques
extract meaningful patterns from the captured data, facilitating deeper analysis and
understanding of human motion. This section also explores movement and feature
visualization methods, which enable the representation and interpretation of com-
plex movement data.

2.1 Human-Computer Interaction and the User Interface Evo-
lution

HCI has emerged as a pivotal field in the realm of technology, facilitating the interac-
tion between humans and computer systems [34]. As technology has advanced and
become an integral part of our daily lives, the way we interact with computers has
evolved significantly. The user interface, which serves as the primary means of com-
munication and interaction between users and computers, has undergone a remark-
able transformation over the years. Some authors have described the user interface
evolution through four well-known stages [4], [35]. The first stage was the Batch
Interface, back in the days of punch cards and line printers. The second stage was
known as the Command Line Interface (CLI), where static instructions were used to
establish a dialogue between users and computers producing a limited interaction
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scenario. The third stage began in the 1970s with the Graphic User Interface (GUI),
derived from the "desktop metaphor" and the window, icons, menus, and pointer
(WIMP) style of interaction. During the GUI stage, people started using direct ma-
nipulations, emulating real-world interactions, to control a system that responded
in a predictable form [36]. Today, the Natural User Interface (NUI) stage marks an
emerging technology that aims to create more intuitive, human-like communication
strategies, encompassing cognitive functions like perception and expression [35].

Building upon this foundation, sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 will delve into two signifi-
cant facets of HCI that possess the potential to reshape user experiences and interac-
tion paradigms. First, the concept of NUI will be explored, investigating its role and
implications within the broader HCI landscape. Subsequently, the focus will shift to
the realm of Full-Body Interaction, a captivating avenue within HCI that harnesses
the expressive and communicative capabilities inherent in the human body.

2.1.1 Natural User Interface

The term NUI is used to describe interfaces, other than a mouse and a keyboard,
where the interaction is direct and consistent with our natural behavior [35]. This
means, above all, that the user interaction must feel fun and easy to use based on the
fact that the user may now use a broader range of basic skills compared to the more
traditional GUI interaction [4]. NUIs have been shown to be successful in some spe-
cific contexts, exhibiting some common features [36]. Interactions appear in social
contexts as environments for entertainment, leisure, commercial and performative
demonstrations, and interactive public art. Besides, NUIs have proven to work for
tasks where multiple people collaborate closely together toward a common goal.
Another common characteristic is the concept of time, manifested in intermittent
use and indeterminate duration which derives from playing, sharing, or social ex-
periences [36]. Due to the sporadic and unpredictable nature of system usage, most
NUIs require a seamless introduction and minimal obstacles to encourage users to
become proficient. Mostly, because these interfaces are designed for voluntary users
who anticipate enjoyable and fulfilling interactions.

Two major research topics in which NUIs have produced a huge impact are learn-
ing and healthcare. Bailey & Johnson [37] reviewed previous research that explores
the impact of NUIs on how people learn and reported some benefits of gestures on
learning and cognition. The work by Wang et al. [38] presented the design of a tan-
gible natural user interface in the context of future classrooms to help high school
students to learn the science of the human body. Authors Chatzidaki et al. [39]
presented a tool that supports special educators during the assessment process of
children’s learning difficulties and reported that the efficiency of the usage of ges-
tures within the game facilitates the diagnosis by offering a set of key performance
indicators to the special educators. Another relevant work, that tightens together
gamification and NUIs, was published by Christinaki et al. [40]. Their approach
was to provide physical interaction to support early intervention and to foster facial
expression learning in preschoolers with autism. In healthcare, the applications of
the NUI paradigm are as prolific and diverse as for learning. Gündogdu et al. [41]
argued that interaction through NUIs should further facilitate not only physical but
also mental activation of people with dementia as well as stimulate sympathy and
happiness. Madeira et al. [42] used NUI and gamification to encourage physical
exercise in order to combat both physical and cognitive deterioration. With a similar
technological approach, Rego et al. [43] explored how serious games and NUl can
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benefit the process of rehabilitation. To evidence the diversity of NUI applications
in healthcare, the reader is encouraged to review surveys like [44], for the use of
multi-touch NUIs for elders, and [45] for the applications of NUI devices for physi-
cal therapy and rehabilitation, medical operating room assistance, and fall detection
and prevention.

2.1.2 Full-Body Interaction

Full-body interaction, as a concept within the HCI field, has gained significant atten-
tion due to its potential to revolutionize user experiences and interaction paradigms.
Rooted in the belief that the human body possesses inherent expressive and com-
municative abilities, full-body interaction focuses on utilizing the entire body as an
interface for interaction with digital systems [5], [46]. The theoretical foundations
of full-body interaction draw upon embodied cognition, which posits that cognition
is deeply influenced by the body’s sensory and motor experiences [3], [34], [47]. By
engaging users in physically active and expressive interactions, full-body interfaces
aim to create a more intuitive and immersive connection between humans and tech-
nology [48], [49].

Within the realm of art and entertainment, full-body interaction has opened up
exciting possibilities for creative expression and audience engagement. Artists and
designers have embraced full-body interfaces to enable interactive installations, per-
formances, and immersive experiences that blur the boundaries between the phys-
ical and digital domains [50]–[53]. These applications often rely on motion capture
technologies and depth sensors to track users’ movements and translate them into
meaningful interactions. By involving the entire body, full-body interaction enables
users to engage with artworks or entertainment experiences in a holistic and embod-
ied manner, fostering a deeper sense of connection, immersion, and participation
[54]–[56]. From interactive sculptures and immersive virtual reality experiences to
interactive dance performances and interactive audiovisual installations, full-body
interaction has become a valuable tool for artists to break new ground and challenge
traditional notions of art and audience engagement.

Full-body interaction has been also used to create learning environments grounded
in the embodied cognition framework [3], [34], [57]. Authors interested in this field,
aim to design experiences that take advantage of the benefits of physicality to en-
hance the user experience and facilitate learning [52]. Malinverni & Parés [57] used
full-body data to allow the inclusion of physicality in virtual learning environments,
introducing the body as a mediator of meaning-making. Based on their research, the
authors point out the crucial role of the body in knowledge construction in digital
domains and argue consistency with cognitive science findings. Schaper & Parés
[58] used a participatory design process to focus on how children can be encouraged
to use their own bodies while paying attention to proxemics and to embodied con-
straints of the environment. Nevertheless, the authors conclude that certain body
actions cannot always be directly used in the design of functional interaction expe-
riences, leaving a gap for further research.

Some authors base their research on the assumption that full-body technologies
are not always engaging for people, and that motivation is key to maintaining the
user’s interest [56], [59], [60]. Previous studies suggest that people usually interact
with public displays or museum exhibits for less than a few minutes, demanding
immediate usability strategies [61], [62]. Mishra & Cafaro [56] proposed different
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strategies to provide entry points to body interaction when dealing with data explo-
ration in museums. Their results identified two strategies that worked well for this
purpose: (1) Implementing multiple body movements to control the same function-
ality and (2) using a live representation of the users’ silhouettes beside the data visu-
alization. Muller et al. [60] employed a similar approach in examining techniques for
effectively communicating interactive functionality through public displays. Their
study, which drew upon findings from human visual perception research, showed
that individuals tend to excel at discerning both human movements and their own
reflections. The authors argued that these abilities support effective communication
in such contexts.

2.2 Designing Sensor-Based Interactions

Sensor-based interaction refers to the process of interacting with digital devices through
physical sensors, often employing various forms of data capture to facilitate seam-
less engagement between users and computational systems. These types of inter-
faces range from touch screens to gesture recognition, voice commands, and even
brainwave monitoring. With advancements in sensor technologies and process-
ing capabilities, sensor-based interactions are increasingly being used in the design
of interactive spaces, computer-mediated environments, and user experiences [21].
Given that body movement can serve as an immediate source of input into these
systems, interaction design researchers have raised questions about its potential use
and consequences in human-computer interaction [12]. Motivated by recent trends
towards natural interaction, controlling devices that require explicit physical con-
tact, such as taps, buttons, and switches, are being replaced by the sensing of body
movement requiring no physical contact [21]. The main effect of replacing physical
objects with sensing systems is the shift in the agency of control. With sensor-based
interactions, the user loses control and the system decides when to take action, main-
taining operation based on the detection of changes in the environment. Ideally,
this form of sensor-based interaction should be effortless, natural, and intuitive [4],
[35]. However, it is often the case that users get frustrated by the new interaction
paradigm in which physical cues are no longer available as the action’s guide and
users have to easily understand how to interact to be involved in the action [21], [60].

To guide and enhance the design process, conceptual frameworks have emerged
in the interaction design field, as a set of generalizations derived from user stud-
ies, a theory, or a set of assumptions about the structure or function of phenomena
[12], [16], [20]. Within HCI, frameworks are commonly used to describe a form of
guidance that is explicated in a particular way to inform design and analysis [21].
Relevant frameworks that have been developed so far that offer advice on designing
sensor-based interactions are presented in sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.4.

2.2.1 Making Sense of Sensing Systems

This conceptual framework borrows ideas from social sciences to inform the de-
sign of novel sensing user interfaces for computing technology [16]. Bellotti et al.
present the argument of how an approach similar to that used by social scientists
like Norman [63], which proposed an approximate model of seven stages of ac-
tion with respect to system interaction, and Goffman [64], an interaction analyst
who has written extensively on interpersonal verbal and non-verbal communica-
tion, might inform the design of novel interaction mechanisms that can be used to
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handle human-computer communication accomplishments [16]. As a focal point in
their research, authors highlight communicative rather than cognitive aspects of in-
teraction to present five design challenges inspired by the analysis of human-human
communication: i) How does the system know I’m addressing it?, ii) How do I know
what the system is attending to, iii) How does the system know what I mean when
I issue a command?, iv) How do I know the system has done the correct thing?, and
v) How do I recover from mistakes?

In summary, the authors highlight a distinct category of systems that avoid stan-
dard input devices like keyboards, mice, or styluses in favor of obtaining user input
through sensing user actions. Their focus was on addressing the associated chal-
lenges and ensuring that each research question is thoroughly examined. By doing
so, designers can effectively stay away from various potential hazards or pitfalls.

2.2.2 Expected, Sensed, and Desired

Presented by Benford et al. [65], the framework was developed to assist in the de-
sign of movable and physical interfaces and later adapted by Loke et al. [12] to
focus on the movements of users instead of interfaces. The authors focused on the
complex relationship between physical form and sensing technologies to help with
the evaluation of how different sensing technologies match the proposed applica-
tion requirements. The framework analyzes and compares the movements of the
user in relation to the physical interface in terms of expected, sensed, and desired
movement properties.

Expected movements are those that users naturally perform given a combination
of user, interface, and environment. Along with expected movements, authors make
a call to also consider unusual, although certainly possible movements as indicators
that the interface is being used in an atypical manner or context. Sensed movements,
as defined by authors, are those that can be measured by a computer. Therefore, they
are determined by the combination of sensing technologies used with the interface
[65]. Desired movements are those required for the application, and are particularly
seen as relevant when an interface is used with a variety of different applications.
Based on participatory and inspirational design methods, authors argue that there
may be movements that are desired for the application but that are not expected
and/or sensed, and other movements that are expected and/or sensed but that are
not desired.

The main aspect of the authors’ reflections is that expected, sensed, and desired
movements only partially overlap and that mismatches between the categories can
reveal not only potential problems but also opportunities. As an interesting design
strategy, the authors encourage practitioners to consider the idea of compensating
between all three types of movements to refine an outlined design concept toward a
more detailed design specification.

2.2.3 The Sensor-Based Experience

Rogers & Muller [21] present their argument by discussing precedent conceptual
frameworks proposed by Bellotti et al. [16] and Benford et al. [65]. These frame-
works have predominantly offered prescriptive design advice, indicating what ac-
tions to take or avoid [21]. In contrast, Rogers & Muller focus their framework on
identifying the properties of sensing technologies and the underlying user experi-
ence in sensor-based interaction. Their purpose is to outline the core dimensions of
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sensor-based interactions in relation to how people perceive what is going on and
how this affects their understanding and subsequent behaviors [21]. In consequence,
the authors argue that their framework serves as an articulatory device, helping in
the definition and shaping of user experiences. Accordingly, their intention is to
encourage innovative design that explores the diverse properties of sensor-based in-
teractions, rather than focusing solely on usability design in the traditional context
of human-computer interaction.

To summarize, the authors emphasize the importance of acknowledging the in-
herent imprecision and uncertainty of sensing systems. They argue for an alterna-
tive perspective that considers designing activities that can effectively leverage these
characteristics [21]. As a specific illustration, the authors propose the incorporation
of uncertainty as a deliberate and integral element within the user experience, partic-
ularly within the domain of play. They suggest that embracing and understanding
uncertainty can create a stimulating user experience, and one approach to achieve
this is by intentionally constructing transformations that provoke reflection [21].

2.2.4 Movement-Based Interaction in Camera Spaces

According to Eriksson et al. [17], motion-based interaction holds significant poten-
tial for social and public contexts, offering interesting alternatives to conventional
interaction methods in social settings and public spaces. Cameras, being a prevalent
ubiquitous sensor in motion-based interfaces, present a viable platform for innova-
tive interfaces due to the widespread utilization of camera phones and webcams
[17]. The authors’ framework is built around three fundamental concepts –Space,
Relations, and Feedback– which are central to the exploration of movement-based
interaction through camera tracking.

The authors present Space and the physical environment as a design resource
open to virtual and interactive augmentation. Using camera-based interaction au-
thors encourage practitioners to design spaces that correspond perfectly with tra-
ditional physical spaces, where different connected but distributed spaces afford
different functions and norms for social and working behaviors. A Relation de-
scribes the connection between a camera and the tracked features within the camera
space. It can be described by a set of properties that defines potential interaction
inputs. The number of properties depends on the algorithm used to analyze the in-
put from the camera. The presence of a feature, the position of the feature in space,
its state, identity, or information about uncertainty, are examples of properties as-
sociated with a Relation. Interaction is triggered by mapping a different action to
changes in a Relation’s property. For the authors, the number of relations and the
number of properties associated with each relation greatly determine the complexity
of the interaction. Feedback is important for movement-based interaction in camera
spaces since it is considered that the interaction tool is invisible to the user [17].
Authors Eriksson et al. divide feedback from movement-based systems into input
feedback and application feedback. Similar to what Bellotti et al. [16] call attention,
input feedback focuses on telling the user that the input system is actually working.
Moreover, similar to what Bellotti et al. call alignment [16], application feedback
provides feedback about the application and its state, telling users that the system
does the right thing.
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2.3 Computer Vision and its Role in Full-body Movement
Analysis

Computer vision plays a crucial role in full-body movement analysis by providing
the means to extract, interpret, and understand human motion in a non-intrusive
and automated manner. By employing computer vision techniques, researchers and
practitioners can gain valuable insights into human movement, facilitating applica-
tions such as sports performance analysis, physical therapy, and gesture recognition
systems. One of the primary tasks in full-body movement analysis is human pose
estimation, which involves determining the joint locations and orientations of a per-
son’s body from images or videos. These pose estimation algorithms can then be
used to track human motion over time, allowing for the analysis of dynamic move-
ments and the extraction of kinematic parameters, such as joint angles and velocities.
Moreover, computer vision significantly contributes to the design of motion-based
interactions by enabling systems to recognize and interpret gestures, track and un-
derstand full-body movements, recognize emotions based on facial expressions and
body language, and detect and classify specific actions or activities. These capabili-
ties allow for intuitive and natural interaction with systems and devices, eliminating
the need for physical controllers or touch-based interfaces. By leveraging computer
vision techniques, systems can respond and adapt to user movements, leading to
personalized and engaging interactions in various domains such as gaming, virtual
reality, augmented reality, fitness tracking, and human-computer interaction.

In subsections 2.3.1 through 2.3.3, this thesis delves into key aspects of computer
vision in motion-based interactions. First, an overview of the existing literature on
techniques for estimating and tracking the 3d pose of multiple human bodies is pro-
vided, which is essential for accurately capturing and analyzing movement data in
room-scale interaction spaces. The next focus is on methods employed for extract-
ing meaningful features from movement data. This analysis showcases building
upon existing work in this area and introduces innovative strategies for feature ex-
traction. Finally, an overview of existing techniques for visualizing movement data
is presented, while also highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of different ap-
proaches.

2.3.1 3d Pose Estimation & Tracking

The estimation of human pose in 3d space has been widely studied by the computer
vision community, in part because of its applicability in human-computer interac-
tion, video surveillance, and sports broadcasting. Existing approaches use a single
camera view or multiple camera views to estimate either a single-person pose or
multiple-person poses. In any case, the problem is divided into two stages. The first
stage detects human-body landmarks in camera space (i.e., the coordinate system
from the camera’s point of view), and the second stage uses 2d landmark detections
to reconstruct a 3-dimensional pose that matches the spatial position of people in a
scene. Separating pose estimation into these two tasks allows leveraging existing 2d
pose detection systems, which have achieved breakthroughs and already provide in-
variance to factors such as image background, lighting, clothing shape and texture,
and skin color and image imperfections [66]. Single-person 3d pose estimation from
a single camera view usually considers lifting detected 2d poses into 3d [66], [67] or
directly regressing 3d poses [68], [69]. These methods lack reconstruction accuracy
when compared to multi-view setups due to the inherited reconstruction ambiguity
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when only a single view is available. To alleviate this, some works exploit multi-
view images effectively to obtain complementary information about the 3d scene. If
multiple views are available, a 3d pose can be fully determined by simple geometry
methods such as triangulation [70] based on the 2d pose in each view, or by model-
ing the conditional dependence between body landmarks to infer their 3d positions
[71]. Some recent works [72], [73] have explored the projection of camera space fea-
tures (e.g., pose heatmaps) into 3d space to regress a volumetric pose representation
from the multiple-view 2d detections and estimate 3d positions of body landmarks.
In the last few years, Iqbal et al. [74] proposed a weakly-supervised approach, while
Xie et al. [75] suggested a meta-learning approach, both to optimize model training
from multi-view setups.

As pointed out by several studies [76]–[78], multi-person 3d human pose esti-
mation is more challenging as it should solve two key difficulties. (1) Identifying
joint-to-person association in different views, and (2) handling mutual occlusions
among the crowd. Early approaches used triangulation methods to create a com-
mon state space of corresponding body joints and extended the pictorial structure
model to deal with multiple people [79]–[81]. Following work [82]–[84] divided the
problem into two sequential sub-tasks: first, group 2d poses from different views
that correspond to the same person (i.e., cross-view matching) and then, reconstruct
the 3d pose from the clustered 2d poses for each person. Dong et al. [82] proposed a
multi-way matching algorithm to guarantee cycle consistency across all views and a
re-ID model to get appearance features for each person to enhance cross-view consis-
tency. Kadkhodamohammadi et al. [84] computed a distance between each pair of
2d poses from different views based on the epipolar constraints and then found the
cross-view correspondences with the lowest distance. Chen et al. [83] proposed to
match cross-view 2d poses by applying the epipolar constraints on feet joints instead
of the entire 2d pose. Zhang et al. [85] jointly formulated the temporal tracking and
cross-view matching as a 4d association graph and achieved real-time performance.
More recent evidence [76], [77] suggests that multi-view features may be projected
into a common 3d space to avoid making decisions in each camera view. This novel
approach allowed researchers to avoid the challenging cross-view matching task of
previous methods, which significantly improved robustness. However, the 3d con-
volution used on the volumetric space is computationally expensive, thus unsuitable
for real-time interactive scenarios.

2.3.2 Movement Feature Extraction

Diverse sensing technologies have made a wide range of motion data accessible to
interaction designers interested in summarizing human movement to create spatial-
interactive experiences, live performances, and immersive art installations [32]. Fre-
quently used methods for recording human activity rely on motion capture sys-
tems, video cameras, or inertial measurement units, therefore feature extraction tech-
niques must support multi-modal movement data in different representations [29].
Significant prior work has been done in geographical information science [86], ex-
pressive gesture recognition [87], and performative art studies [88] to extract infor-
mation from human movement. Trajectory analysis and path comprehension are
two fundamental concerns for diverse communities around geographic information
science interested in the movement not only of people but of animals and vehicles
[89]–[92]. In this context, movement data allow scientists to better understand the
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mechanisms that guide collective motion by analyzing similar trajectories of mov-
ing objects. Konzack et al. [93] analyzed the interaction between movement trajec-
tories proposing visualizations, on a local and global scale, of delayed movement
responses on simultaneously-recorded trajectories. Central to their analysis of de-
lays, the authors present the computation of a matching between the trajectories in
a so-called delay space. Ranacher & Tzavella [94] presented an overview of physical
movement similarity measures in geographic information science. Authors first de-
compose movement into its spatial, temporal, and spatiotemporal parameters (i.e.,
physical quantities of movement like speed, temporal duration, or spatial path), and
then review different methods for comparing movement. For a comparative analy-
sis of trajectory similarity measures, please refer to Tao et al. [86]. Specifically, the
paper compares five of the most commonly used similarity algorithms: dynamic
time warping (DTW), edit distance (EDR), longest common subsequence (LCSS),
discrete Fréchet distance (DFD), and Fréchet distance (FD), and present conclusions
with high-level recommendations for using similarity measures in practice. How-
ever, most of the work in this area focuses on previously recorded movement data
and the computational impact of algorithms and similarity measures, and not on
the challenges of effectively using this data, which includes the scaling of process-
ing systems, real-time data handling, synchronization issues [32], and the need for
higher level representations of movement [95].

Preliminary work from Camurri et al. [96] presented research work concerning
algorithms and computational models for real-time analysis of expressive gestures
in full-body human movement. The EyesWeb processing library, by Camurri and
colleagues, proposes a set of expressive cues in a layered approach to model ex-
pressive gestures from low-level physical measures up to overall motion features
such as Fluency, Directness, Contraction Index, and Quantity of Motion. Follow-
ing research [88], [97]–[99] advanced in the study of human movement by using
similar approaches for the analysis of expressive gestures in music and dance per-
formances. In particular, Bevilacqua et al. [99] reported on the development of a
complete gestural prototype with hardware and software components, and an anal-
ysis system enabling gesture following and recognition using Hidden Markov Mod-
els (HMM). More recent work has evolved the analysis strategy to a user-centered
approach based on Interactive Machine Learning (IML) and Design by Doing [100].
Presented as a promising resource to design intricate and performative movement
interactions, such as embodied movement [101], IML makes it possible to design
by providing examples of correct behaviors framed in terms of supervised learning.
Gillies [100] points to IML as a successful method for designing movement interac-
tion with applications in a wide range of domains: from movement-based musical
interface design [102], [103] to rapid prototyping of movement in a participatory
design context [104].

The movement and computing community (MOCO)1 has shown interest in de-
veloping computational frameworks for the analysis of human movement data in
recent years. Mova [29] is a movement analytics framework for motion capture data
integrated with a library of feature extraction methods. The framework allows ex-
amining several of the features proposed in the literature in terms of their operative
or expressive qualities. Despite that new feature extraction methods can be added,
the platform lacks support for the use of input data formats more convenient for the

1International Conference on Movement and Computing.

https://www.movementcomputing.org/
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implementation of real-time interactive experiences, such as video or accelerome-
ters. OpenMoves [30] is a system for interpreting person-tracking data that empha-
sizes movement pattern recognition. The system was presented as a complement
to OpenPTrack [105] and is therefore based on receiving people-tracking data over
the local network separated into individual tracks by id. OpenMoves provides real-
time centroid analysis –disregarding joint-level granularity–, low-level short-time
features, and higher-level abstractions based on unsupervised and supervised ma-
chine learning techniques. Modosc [32] is a library in the form of Max abstractions
that extract movement descriptors from a marker-based motion capture system in
real time. The initial release of the library presented point descriptors like veloc-
ity, acceleration, jerk, and fluidity index along with descriptors to process groups of
points such as center of mass, quantity of motion, contraction index, and bounding
box. Dahl & Visi [32] discuss design issues that arise when working with complex
marker sets regarding data handling and synchronization, and present o.dot [106]
as a programming approach that handles such issues effectively. Finally, InteractML
[107] is a node-base tool for designing movement interactions in Unity, based on
the IML paradigm and tailored to non-experts with little programming experience.
InteractML currently implements three types of ML algorithms: k-nearest-neighbor
for classification, a multi-layer perceptron neural network with one hidden layer for
regression, and dynamic time warping. Nevertheless, among movement features to
be used as inputs to the model, the user can only choose between position, rotation,
velocity, and distance to another input.

2.3.3 Movement and Feature Visualization

Alemi et al. [29] reviewed meaningful works on human movement visualization
and proposed a classification in terms of their applications that we present verba-
tim, as we consider it appropriate. Artistic visualizations usually target the general
public with aesthetic expressions and arbitrary representations. Given its abstract
nature, it is far from the interest of this research and in particular of this overview.
Movement summarization visualizations are used to query movement clips, com-
pare gesture similarities, and cluster motion datasets. Finally, Analytic visualiza-
tions should provide insights into the characteristics of motion to researchers and
interaction designers interested not only in movement evaluation but also in move-
ment understanding.

A growing body of literature has investigated different ways of visualizing mo-
tion capture data [29], [31], [108], [109]. The multivariate nature of motion capture
data –full of time-dependent numeric attributes–, has created a need for efficient
methods for analysis that draw on machine learning, data mining, and information
visualization. Frequently applied strategies derive representations from raw data
usually considering the extraction of features focused on exposing and extracting as
much of the semantics as possible [108]. The analytics platform by Alemi et al. [29]
uses parallel visual processing capabilities of human perception to visualize mul-
tiple features at the same time and in different forms which can be used to better
understand the relationships between a particular type of movement and their cor-
responding measurable features. A review of the literature on this topic [108] pre-
sented an overview of approaches for analyzing motion data visually. From Bernard
et al.’s perspective, the characterization of the remaining challenges in the visual-
interactive comparison of human motion data points to three essential factors: (1)
having models that allow the extraction of features and the definition of similarity
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measures, (2) a user-centered approach to analyzing and comparing motion data,
and (3) the need for a feedback loop with domain experts to improve the visualiza-
tion tool and underlying model. Extending Bernard et al.’s work [108] to the dance
and performing arts domain, Arpatzoglou et al. [109] presented a prototype of their
framework DanceMoves addressing these challenges. The framework’s functional-
ity offers the interactive visual analysis of dance moves, as well as comparison, qual-
ity assessment, and visual search of dance poses. The proposed similarity measures
were evaluated using agglomerative clustering over a public domain dataset and
the visualization features through domain experts’ feedback. However, they neglect
to discuss the methodology for the qualitative study that supports their conclusions.
From a different perspective, MoViz [31] is presented as a visualization tool that en-
ables comparative evaluation of algorithms for clustering motion capture datasets.
Regarding the design of behaviors and user interface, MoViz’s authors made an ef-
fort to include several information visualization design principles to make the tool
intuitive, informative, and accurate in data representation. Using LuminAI [110] –an
interactive art installation that uses machine learning to improvise movement with
human dancers– as a use case, Liu et al. [31] employed MoViz to evaluate different
gesture clustering pipelines as used by the installation’s AI system. As a result of this
evaluation, the authors argue that the tool allowed them to identify which pipelines
worked well for clustering certain datasets, which speaks to the tool’s potential to
understand ‘black-box’ algorithms better.
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Chapter 3

Interaction Designers’ Perceptions
of Using Motion-Based Full-Body
Features

Design challenges inherent in sensing systems have been of interest to interac-
tion design researchers while looking for interfaces to actively respond to a
wide variety of user behaviors (see section 2.2). From a theoretical perspec-

tive, designers have explored the relationships between movement and correspond-
ing user-centered interaction from different angles [12], [16], [17], [21]. However,
Interaction designers are constantly faced with an evolving range of technologies
and usually face the common challenge of translating raw sensor data into a feature
model representation suitable for its use in a creative context. To reduce the techni-
cal effort of designers to create new interaction models using the sensing capabilities
that current technologies offer, it is important to understand the problems and op-
portunities that interaction designers perceive in using different motion-based full-
body features.

In light of the previous discussion, we analyze, in this chapter, two following
research questions:

• RQ1. How have non-technologically skilled designers utilized computer vi-
sion sensing technology to design interactive spaces?

• RQ2. What are the key design requirements that a set of features should ad-
dress when creating multiple-user motion-based interactions in the context of
full-body and large volume spaces?

To answer these questions, throughout this chapter, we examine the results of a
focus group study to investigate the perspectives and attitudes of interaction design-
ers toward the use of motion-based full-body features. The study explores how prac-
titioners relate motion-based feature extraction technology and sensor-based interac-
tion design methodologies, highlighting their perceptions of the conditions descrip-
tors must meet to become a constructive exploration tool during concept ideation.
Section 3.1 presents the methodology for carrying out the focus group, including the
data collection and analysis strategies. Section 3.2 reveals perceptions of, and bar-
riers to, using full-body motion-based features in a group of interaction designers
to answer both research questions. Finally, Section 3.3 discuss the challenges that
interaction designers often encounter in comprehending technical elements within
motion-based design and explores the potential of motion-based features in under-
standing user behavior.
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3.1 Methodology

Building upon the foundational insights provided by Oates [33], this doctoral the-
sis adopts the methodological framework of Action Research to explore challenges
faced by practitioners in the interaction design field. As previously introduced in
section 1.5, Action Research entails a cyclical process involving diagnosis, planning,
action, and reflection. This structured approach provides a comprehensive means to
address intricate issues and provoke meaningful transformation. In this context, the
primary phase of diagnosis takes the forefront. Utilizing a qualitative method to ex-
plore the intricacies of this stage involved conducting a focus group study to gather
valuable insights and perspectives. This technique acts as a potent instrument to
delve into the viewpoints and attitudes of interaction designers, particularly regard-
ing the integration of motion-based full-body features. The following subsections
(3.1.1 through 3.1.4) will intricately detail the mechanics of this focus group study,
covering aspects such as participant selection, methodical study preparation, proce-
dural dynamics, and a discerning approach to data collection and analysis. Through
these methodological foundations, the study aims to reveal profound insights that
will contribute to the advancement of interaction design paradigms.

3.1.1 Participants

For the selection of the focus group participants, an appropriate profile with the
following characteristics was defined. First, participants should have experience in
interaction design from a practical perspective. We identified diverse working areas
and focused our efforts on finding people with expertise in designing new interfaces,
user experiences for interactive systems, new media creation, or interactive digital
arts. Second, participants must have prior knowledge creating interactive full-body
experiences based on movement or gestures. Potential participants were contacted
with recruitment emails sent to interaction design professionals, all of them sug-
gested by the HCI research staff of the universities to which we are affiliated. All
potential participants’ profiles were first reviewed to ensure that they complied with
the above criteria. Eight potential participants were excluded at this stage because
they didn’t meet these criteria, and five further participants declined for personal
reasons. In total, 12 interaction designers between the ages of 25 and 50 years (M=
34.8, SD= 8.6) agreed to participate in the focus group (see table 3.1 for details).
Participants were asked for their academic background to understand professional
profiles and make the most general categorization possible. To this end, we used the
work by [26] as a reference. In his study about design-oriented HCI, Fallman [26]
addresses diverse roles and skill sets to conceptualize different views on design and
presents three competing accounts:

1. Conservative account: design is thought of as a scientific or engineering en-
deavor, borrowing methodology and terminology from the natural sciences,
mathematics, and systems theory, drawing on a philosophical base in ratio-
nalism. A good designer in this tradition is someone who is able to follow
prescribed action. Under the process-oriented conservative account, structure
are at the heart of understanding and practicing design, and the view of the
designer is that of an engineer.

2. Pragmatic account: rather than science or art, under the pragmatic account
design takes the form of a hermeneutic process of interpretation and creation
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of meaning, where designers iteratively interpret the effects of their designs on
the situation at hand. The practitioner in the pragmatic account can be thought
of as a reflective, know-how bricoleur, a ‘self-organizing system.’ The prag-
matic account focuses on the situatedness of the designer in the life-world and
brings to light the interweaving of roles, practices, and technologies involved
in design.

3. Romantic account: it nourishes the idea of ‘creative geniuses,’ a legacy of the
Enlightenment. Designers are seen as creative individuals with unusual tal-
ents, who often have to fight opposition to defend their unique creativity and
artistic freedom. This suggests art to be a better role model for design than
science. Creativity and imagination are hence seen to be the human abilities
that impel design, whereas the issue of methodology is treated cautiously.

As a result, three different categories (i.e., engineer, designer, and artist) in close
correspondence with the conservative, pragmatic, and romantic accounts from [26]
were used to classify the study participants by role model. Our sample included 4
engineers, 5 designers, and 3 artists.

TABLE 3.1: Details of focus group participants.

Area of Expertise
View on Design
(competing account)

Role
Model

Technical
Background

Gender

Audiovisual
communication

Romantic Artist Non-skilled Female

New media
artist

Romantic Artist Non-skilled Female

Digital arts
research

Romantic Artist Non-skilled Male

Creative coder Conservative Engineer Strong Male
Creative director Conservative Engineer Strong Male
Interaction
developer

Conservative Engineer Intermediate Male

VR content
creator

Pragmatic Designer Non-skilled Male

Creative director Pragmatic Designer Intermediate Male
Cognitive systems
and interactive
media

Conservative Engineer Strong Male

User experience
design

Pragmatic Designer Non-skilled Male

User experience
design

Pragmatic Designer Non-skilled Female

Cognitive systems
and interactive
media

Pragmatic Designer Non-skilled Male

Information systems research literature advises doing focus groups with a small
number of people [111]. Groups of more than 10-12 people are difficult to moderate,
and participants have little time to intervene, generating more superficial speeches
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[112]. We decided to skip face-to-face discussions and hold the focus group by vir-
tual means to take advantage of a global search for experienced participants. To
manage group interaction and maintain the discussion’s sense of immediacy while
using a web conferencing tool, we reduced the number of simultaneous participants
to a maximum of four. As [113] recommends, for conducting synchronous focus
groups in cyberspace, the focus group was designed to last a maximum of an hour
and a half.

Work from [114], shows that diverse groups offer better results than homoge-
neous groups. Diversity seems to promote richer interaction through the genera-
tion and consideration of a broader range of ideas. Reid and Reid [115] recommend
forming groups with diverse profiles for research tasks, such as generating ideas.
For this latter case, authors claim that online groups often outperform their face-to-
face counterparts, both in the number and variety of creative ideas they produce.
Nevertheless, Montoya-Weiss et al. [114] warn that communication difficulties may
arise in diverse groups that must be overcome by the moderator. We decided to use a
single agenda for the four different groups. Participants were assigned to groups so
as to maximize group diversity on the basis of experience and profile: we included
subjects with and without technical backgrounds in each group, and we made sure
each group included individuals from each category (engineer, designer, and artist).

3.1.2 Study Preparation

The focus group materials were designed based on literature from both social sci-
ences [112], [114] and information systems research [111], [116]. Three premises,
closely related to the objectives of the focus group, guided the content design pro-
cess:

1. Define a set of open-ended questions to obtain information on design method-
ologies used by participants. We rely on this freedom to invite the respondent
to answer in-depth, exploring their relationship to the use of sensing technol-
ogy.

2. Make use of both content and interaction data in the form of verbal and non-
verbal communication aimed to understand what issues interaction designers
face when trying to interpret raw data from motion-based sensors.

3. Design the focus group less than fully structured, leaving the possibility to
generate questions on the spot in response to specific comments with the pur-
pose to identify how designers relate the sensing capabilities of technology to
interaction design possibilities.

We prepared a focus group guide with questions in a logical sequence to meet
the research goals. During brainstorming sessions, we grouped questions and syn-
thesized them into four main questions that divided the focus group agenda ac-
cordingly (refer to Appendix B). The first three questions corresponded to the main
objectives of the focus groups, and a fourth one was aimed at driving a participa-
tive ideation stage toward the end of the session. However, another six questions
were used as supplementary prompts by the moderator to lead the discussion. The
ideation process was designed as a collaborative creative effort, focused on getting
rich insights on appropriateness, interpretability, and other design needs for novel
motion-based features they would like to use in their work. We included an ideation
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phase to help participants to articulate their design needs more precisely and realisti-
cally regardless of their different backgrounds. Moreover, we sought in the dialogue
with the participants, ideas of solutions to the problems raised in the use of feature
extraction technology.

3.1.3 Procedure

The doctoral candidate served as moderator of the focus group, previously contact-
ing each of the selected participants to explain the objectives of the focus group,
complete the informed consent form and agree on a meeting time with each group
of participants. The focus group sessions were conducted using a web conferencing
tool, and participants were encouraged to activate their webcams. Before beginning
the focus groups, the moderator reminded participants that discussions would be
used to guide the next stage of the research and that responses anonymity would
be guaranteed. The first ten minutes were used for participants to introduce them-
selves. During this time, the moderator encouraged participants to share their pro-
fessional backgrounds and experience as interaction designers. The moderator then
presented the research project objectives and explained the word ’feature’ in the con-
text of this research. This was important as, given their diverse professional and
technical backgrounds, the term might not mean the same for all participants.

The group discussions lasted one and a half hours, and the same moderator con-
ducted all focus groups. All focus group sessions were recorded as video files us-
ing the web conferencing tool and later transcribed verbatim. The moderator did
not take notes during the sessions; rather these were transcribed verbatim from the
recordings. The full transcripts were then analyzed as detailed in section 3.1.4.

3.1.4 Data Collection and Analysis

The focus group video recordings were initially reviewed numerous times while
taking notes on statements and interesting quotes, as a method of immersion and
preparation stage before the analysis. Authors like [117] suggest that such an im-
mersion process allows familiarity with the language and wording used by the par-
ticipants. Data analysis was conducted by the doctoral candidate, while three other
researchers reviewed the analysis criteria and validated all decisions. The research
group discussed the results iteratively until a consensus was reached to maximize
the objectivity of the analysis. For the focus group analysis, we followed the frame-
work developed by Nili et al. [111], as we identified their work to be integrative and
systematic. The analysis framework encompassed a systematic process consisting
of seven consecutive steps, outlined in the table 3.2, guiding the progression of the
analysis, with each step playing a crucial role in unraveling the intricate layers of
meaning within the data. For definitions of key terms such as content area, meaning
unit, category, theme, and more, please refer to Appendix C. This appendix provides
concise explanations of frequently utilized concepts in qualitative analysis of focus
groups, spanning various terminology used across existing literature.

Nili et al. categorize focus group data into two main groups: content and interac-
tion data, arguing that both can be found in the form of verbal and non-verbal com-
munication. Content data refers to any participant comment or expression that can
be taken at face value and does not require knowledge of any conversation/interaction
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that it may be embedded in, whereas interaction data refers to agreements, ques-
tions, challenges, or support among the participants, which usually are verbal man-
ifest communication ideas [111]. However, sometimes interaction data could also be
expressed nonverbally through gestures, facial expressions, or even pitch and loud-
ness changes in the voice. People communicate non-verbal information in social
settings, intentionally or not, and such information enriches the receiver’s percep-
tion of information that the encoder communicates via verbal means [118]. Thus, we
considered non-verbal interaction data in the analysis.

TABLE 3.2: Steps of the focus group data analysis framework.

1. Determination and organization of theoretical sensitive data types
2. Identification of content areas

In each
content
area

3. Manifest content data analysis
4. Latent content data analysis
5. Interaction data analysis
6. Integration of results within content areas

7. Comprehensive integration and reporting

Following the guideline and suggestions from Nili et al. [111], we created a com-
plete organization scheme of theoretically sensitive data with content and interac-
tion information. The interaction data included annotations with verbal and non-
verbal communication with a low level of precision. This choice is justified by the
fact that, although the focus group was designed with an emphasis on group discus-
sion, the individual opinion is the subject of analysis. The data organization scheme
considered non-verbal content and interaction data in tandem with associated ver-
bal data because there were situations where both data types considered together,
represented a better understanding of the participants’ opinions. Although non-
verbal data by themselves are considered meaningful by some researchers [119], in
most cases gestures and facial expressions wouldn’t be significant without a match
to verbal communication [117].

From this data organization scheme, we identified five main content areas (see
section 3.2 for further analysis and discussion), under which, all related text and
non-verbal data from all sessions were merged to make the next phases of the analy-
sis easier. First, the initial codes were examined to find any similarities and connec-
tions. Then, similar codes were grouped together into content areas that reflected the
discussed topics. As the analysis continued, these content areas were refined to ac-
curately capture the evolving insights gained from the material. The number of con-
tent areas was determined by factors such as data saturation, relevance to research
questions, and the interconnections between themes. Throughout this process, an
iterative and rigorous analytical approach was maintained. One can visualize it as
the assembly of a jigsaw puzzle: each piece signifies a segment of the data, and as
the data is reviewed and analyzed, the manner in which certain pieces interlock to
create coherent images or themes becomes perceptible. These content areas, fun-
damentally, operate as the foundational elements for subsequent analyses, as they
bring together associated data to facilitate a more focused scrutiny. At its core, the
process of content area identification resembles the charting of the data’s landscape,
enabling the delineation of territories that would subsequently be more extensively
explored in the ensuing stages of analysis. This methodical identification provides
the foundation for further exploration, ensuring that the following analyses arise
from a robust comprehension of the data’s thematic structure.
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The next phase in Nili et al.’s framework (after identifying the content areas) is to
conduct a manifest analysis of content data following a bottom-up approach [111].
This phase of the analysis process consists of the following steps: (1) Identify mean-
ing units within the manifest content of each content area. (2) Condense meaning
units using a description close to their original text. (3) Label condensed meaning
units with a code and sort them into categories based on similarities. (4) Express
the overall interpretation of the underlying meaning for all categories in each con-
tent area via one theme. The whole process of meaning unit identification needed
several iterations to highlight a phrase, sentence, or even a discussion segment that
described a specific phenomenon. Going through the organization scheme of theo-
retically sensitive data a few times, we noticed a few themes emerging, which were
developed by deductive methods. The following phase after the manifest analysis
is to conduct a latent analysis of content data. In the context of the framework by
[111], latent analysis is the interpretation of underlying constructs through observ-
able elements focusing on the implied value of the data via the researcher’s judg-
ment. Similarly as before, meaning units in the latent content for each content area
are first identified. Then, a description close to the content area’s original text and
the interpretation of each meaning unit is annotated. Finally, based on similarities
among meaning unit descriptions, they are abstracted by groups into one or more
themes with a corresponding label to report how data is linked with each content
area [111].

The final phase in the framework is the analysis of interaction data and the defini-
tive integration of results by content area. For the first task, verbal and non-verbal
data is obtained by reading through the data organization scheme. This analysis
mainly focuses on (1) identifying points of consensus or dissent with ideas expressed
during discussions, and (2) interpreting the meaning of participants’ interactions
that indicate things other than agreement or disagreement [111]. Lastly, to capture
the overall results of data analysis for each content area, all categories from the mani-
fest analysis, and all themes from the latent analysis in each content area are merged.

3.2 Results

The process of identifying content areas involved a meticulous and systematic ex-
amination of the organized raw data, serving as a crucial bridge between the initial
organization of data and the subsequent analytical stages. The primary goal here
was to discern and delineate distinct sections or segments of the data that share di-
rect connections or thematic relevance. In other words, it’s about identifying clusters
of information that revolve around common topics, concepts, or themes. To achieve
this, the transcript, and any other forms of recorded data were carefully analyzed.
Recurring patterns, phrases, key concepts, and shifts in discourse were closely at-
tended to. As the data was progressed through, content areas where segments were
intertwined by subject matter or context started to be recognized. The analysis of
the organization scheme of theoretically sensitive data revealed general interaction
designers’ perceptions when using different motion-based full-body features. In this
process, five main content areas were identified: (1) User behavior exploration, (2)
Design methodologies used, (3) Relationship between interaction design and sens-
ing technology, (4) Sensor data interpretation, and (5) Motion-based features’ design
needs.
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The five content areas were common to all participants independently of their
professional background or their previous technical experience. This section presents
the content areas in the same order in which they were discussed during the focus
groups and not by their importance, frequency, or uniqueness. Participants’ quotes
are presented to illustrate each content area. To differentiate the quotes provided
by interaction design profile, those from engineers participants are denoted with an
E, those from designers are denoted with a D and those from artists are denoted
with an A (see sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.5). A summary of the content areas and
categories is presented in Table 3.3.

TABLE 3.3: Focus groups content areas and categories.

Content Area Category
According to the context

User behavior exploration Based on the actors involved
Since conception
Good practices

Design methodologies used Methodological approaches
Relationship with other peers
Technological research

Relationship between interaction Best resolved at the early design stages
design and sensing technology Design away from technology

Technologically influenced design
Valuable for design evaluation

Sensor data interpretation Outsourcing
Tool to foster creativity
Features presentation

Motion-based features’ Multiple user features
design needs Single user features

Criticism

3.2.1 User Behavior Exploration

Participants mentioned how they explore user behavior when developing an inter-
active experience in general. In this study, the exploration of user behavior consists
of how designers support reflection on the experience of movement. When the de-
sign focuses on the human motion itself, a first-person perspective on the interaction
design is required, closely related to the exploration of the user’s movement possibil-
ities. During the focus group, participants predominantly discussed their strategies
for using the users’ bodily motion during the conceptual design of an interactive
experience. To a lesser extent, there was also discussion about their approaches to
understanding the user’s response to the experience design throughout the use of
technology. Additionally, participants referred to such descriptions of the user’s be-
havior as valuable information for understanding how to design/improve the sys-
tem. Three categories emerged under this topic: (1) According to the context, (2)
Based on the different actors involved, and (3) Since the conception stage.
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According to the Context. Participants noted that user behavior exploration is
highly contextualized by for example space, the project requirements, or the detec-
tion system technology. Concerning the use of space, participants thought that it is
directly related, and that manual observations of user behavior, in situ, are required:

E: “User behavior exploration arises from a particular need according to the
use of space”.

Some other participants consider it to be strongly dependent on the project target,
as each project involves different dynamics:

D: “It is very dependent on the context, and each separate project requires a
different dynamic”.

A group of participants with a technical background agreed upon the belief that
simplifying the actions that trigger an interaction facilitates the use of sensing tech-
nologies and the extraction of motion-based features. For them, the conceptual de-
sign of an interactive experience can start from the capabilities and limitations of
technology:

E: “Starting from a certain technology capability, interaction ideas usually arise”.

Based on the Actors Involved. Participants emphasized that user behavior should
be explored taking into account a bigger perspective beyond the user himself. Three
main actors should guide this exploration: (1) the public (users and non-users), (2)
the client, and (3) the creator:

D: “The user will have specific characteristics, but we must not forget that the
client is the owner of the reason for the interactive experience, and as such, he
imposes certain commercial conditions. Finally, the designer’s role is to take
the natural behavior of the user to enhance what is wanted from the interactive
experience”.
E: “The starting point is always the experience objective. Based on what we
need from the user, the best detection system is identified”.
E: “A priority is the type of audience, and something that emerges from the
above is the elimination of noise from other spectators around, who are not
your users”.

User Behavior Explored Since the Experience Conception. Participants with an
artistic professional background considered that user behavior exploration should
be addressed on a multidisciplinary basis and as an integral part of the conceptual
design:

A: “We usually explore user behavior as a multidisciplinary work and from
early ideation and conceptualization stages. A total fusion between creative,
technical, and design processes should be sought in artistic environments”.

In the discussion of the above, some of the designer background participants argued
that user behavior exploration should be considered an early phase of the design
process, detached from technology. However, an artist participant dissented claim-
ing that for him, technology has always been seen as part of the discourse of artistic
process:
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D: “I conceive of the interactive experience conceptualization very detached
from the technical tool, in which the broad outlines of physical space and user
behavior are articulated”.
A: “For me, the technological development of the interaction experience is a
fundamental part of the artistic discourse”.

3.2.2 Design Methodologies Used

Overall, participants consented that there is no general methodology that could al-
ways be followed to design interactive experiences, and most stated that it is very
dependent on a multivariable context, as was shown before. Three mutually exclu-
sive categories emerged under this topic: some participants were strictly dedicated
to commenting on what they considered good design practices, some participants dis-
cussed their methodological approaches, and some others have seen in their relationship
with other peers a design framework.

Good Design Practices. In terms of perceived good practices, some participants
with technical experience thought that lowering user frustration is determinant on
choosing the detection technology, for example:

A: “The technology that reduces user frustration, that is the most determining
factor in choosing detection technologies”.

Some found, again, a relation with space while talking about good practices:

E: “As a methodology, it is customary to limit the space to certain areas where
interaction is defined”.

Some participants think that identifying emerging technologies and being attentive
to future and developing trends allows facing new interaction design challenges
with the latest available technologies:

D: “In digital arts, I usually work with things that I know that work because I
have implemented them before”.

Methodological Approaches. Participants were less in agreement regarding the
methodological approaches to design interactive experiences. It appeared as the
subtopic with clearer differences between participants with different professional
backgrounds. Some technical background participants held that their methodology
is based on a constant conversation between technical development and design to
fit client needs, user behavior, or space requirements:

E: “Interaction design is always a conversation between technical development
and design”.
E: “Design Thinking is my usual methodological approach. However, it is
frequent that the first stages in the methodology are cut to comply with the
efficiency requirements of the client”.
E: “The client has an idea in his head and that is the real starting point, leaving
behind creative steps such as empathize and explore”.

A designer background participant showed a wider methodological perspective with
three paths with different starting points (depending on the project priority):
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D: “I usually take a different approach depending on the project priorities:
(1) Based on the content that must be presented to the user, (2) according to
specific interaction requirements, or (3) according to the emotion you want to
convey”.

An artist participant shared his design methodology based on ‘play and improvi-
sation’ and talked about the necessity to establish a communication/collaboration
system between members of multidisciplinary design teams to define a technical-
creative language:

A: “I use play and improvisation [...], then it is important to be able to establish
a collaboration system among the design team that helps define a technical-
creative language”.

Relationship with Other Peers. Participants with little technical experience noted
that working with others is a common artistic practice. By working with technically
skilled collaborators, artists can leverage their expertise to enhance the artistic pro-
cess. The technical knowledge of others allows artists to explore innovative ideas,
incorporate advanced technologies, and overcome technical barriers that may arise
during concept ideation. This collaboration fosters a symbiotic relationship where
interaction designers benefit from the technical insights of their collaborators, result-
ing in a more robust and impactful artistic output:

A: “Collaborations cannot be set aside. To cover a wide spectrum of possibili-
ties we need the support of other artistic profiles”.
A: “I stopped programming in my projects when I realized that there are plenty
of talented developers and digital artists I can work with”.

3.2.3 Relationship Between Interaction Design and Sensing Technology

For most participants, the role of the interaction designer during the ideation stages
is seen as the link between members of a multi-disciplinary team who come from
human sciences [120] or even graphic design [26] and computer systems program-
ming [28]. In this context, we perceive from practitioners’ discussions that in the
multidisciplinary design teams they have worked with, not all members are inter-
action designers, nor do they have a design-oriented attitude toward movement in-
teraction. Four categories emerged under this topic: (1) Technological research, (2)
Technologically influenced design, (3) Implementation strategies are best resolved
at the early design stages, and (4) Design away from technology.

Technological Research. For some participants, interaction design must be fueled
by a constant evaluation of novel tools and emerging technologies to increase the
ability to propose new interactions. By actively seeking out and exploring the lat-
est advancements, designers can expand their creative possibilities and push the
boundaries of what is achievable. This continuous search for new technologies al-
lows designers to stay ahead of the curve, adapt to evolving user needs, and create
innovative and engaging user experiences. Embracing new technologies not only
enhances the design process but also enables designers to leverage the full potential
of modern tools, platforms, and frameworks, ultimately leading to more effective
and impactful design solutions:
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E: “At first, the interaction designer’s experience comes into account to make
decisions when making this relationship. There is also a stage of constant tech-
nology scouting to understand and manage new technologies, before being
able to offer it to a client”.
E: “A continuous search for technical possibilities must be made to provide a
solution to the client”.

Technologically Influenced Design. Similar to previous technical background par-
ticipants’ thoughts, some designers held that technology influences interaction de-
sign. They believed that computer vision technology, despite being complex, can be
utilized by non-technologically skilled designers to enhance their design process and
create innovative interactions. These designers recognized the potential of motion-
based feature extraction in computer vision as a valuable tool for concept ideation,
enabling them to explore new possibilities and push the boundaries of interaction
design:

D: “It is impossible to be creative with something unknown. At least an influ-
ence of the visual technological culture is necessary when designing”.
D: “There are technological platforms (websites) that are of great help when
designing. Examples like Pinterest and Vimeo allow having references and
ideas of what has been done in terms of interaction design and technical de-
velopment”.

In that sense, technical background participants presented harder opinions, like:

E: “You must have at least knowledge of the technological context and what is
happening in terms of sensing technology, to design interactions”.

Implementation Strategies are Best Resolved at the Early Design Stages. Some
participants considered that taking decisions about which sensing technology to
choose should be resolved at the early design stages. They emphasized the im-
portance of considering the limitations and requirements of full-body motion-based
features in order to make informed choices and avoid potential barriers during the
later stages of concept ideation:

E: “From the ideation process, you must think about the implementation to
meet the design requirement. In the materialization, there must already be a
decision made based on the available economic resource that determines the
technological capacity”.
A: “Interaction design is a multidisciplinary work. Ideally, you should have
several of these actors in the design process from the beginning: developers,
user psychologists, and audiovisual designers”.
A: “Collaborative work methodologies must be built between creative and
technical profiles to harmonize design and implementation from the ideation
stage”.

Design Away from Technology. Other participants were skeptical about giving
such a big relevance to technology, in a clear minority position against most partic-
ipants. They believed that excessive reliance on motion-based features could over-
shadow other essential aspects of interaction design, such as user experience and
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aesthetic considerations. Despite acknowledging the potential benefits, these de-
signers emphasized the importance of striking a balance between technological ca-
pabilities and human-centered design principles:

D: “Creative processes must be detached from technology, so as not to fall into
doing only what the machine allows. First, you have to think about what the
audience is going to feel or experience”.
A: “As interaction designers we must first focus on strengthening the concept,
rather than choosing a sensor. I usually try to minimize dependence on tech-
nology during design, which usually results in a stronger concept”.

3.2.4 Sensor Data Interpretation

There was a consensus among participants with implementation experience, argu-
ing that knowing the nature of sensors and their output data is essential to complete
an efficient development cycle. Three categories emerged under this topic: (1) Valu-
able for design evaluation, (2) Outsourcing, and (3) Tool to foster creativity.

Valuable for Design Evaluation. While expressing their thoughts about interpret-
ing sensor data, participants referred to their own implementation cases for sharing
ideas. Some participants argued that collecting data for evaluation of the interactive
experience itself is a plus:

D: “The possibility of having data on the behavior of users, allows us to eval-
uate the interactive experience design. If we think about the client’s needs, it
becomes a valuable product to offer”.
D: “The use of motion-based features can be helpful to validate whether the
user reacts as expected in scenarios such as virtual reality. You can think of
this as valuable information for understanding how to improve the interaction
design”.

For a technical developer of interactive systems, knowing both detection system na-
ture and sensor data format is crucial to complete an effective development cycle, as
the following comment suggests:

E: “It is very important to identify the type of information that a sensor pro-
vides, to later obtain an interpretation that suits the concept of the interactive
experience”.

Outsourcing. Asking the participants about the sensor data interpretation revealed
that some participants with technical background relate the data interpretation with
outsourcing and third party software tools. Some of them prefer extensive use of
SDKs and libraries to transform raw data into the required abstraction level and
carefully choose a detection technology with the goal of reducing user frustration
while interacting with the system. As the below comments suggest, time investment
and complexity are primary concerns in the use of feature extraction technologies:

E: “Due to time management, we do not process the raw data on our own. We
are always using SDKs, libraries, and software assets to bring the raw infor-
mation from the sensors to the level required by the interaction design”.
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E: “We define what sensing technology to use based on reducing user frus-
tration. We prefer to use an SDK or library to process raw data rather than
develop it ourselves”.

Participants expressed concern about the generalization of motion-based features’
use. One participant considered that generating features for universal use in the
context of interaction design is very difficult, while another held that a closed set of
features will be useful only in specific contexts when linked to a certain application:

A: “I can’t imagine if a list of descriptors can be so general that they could
be used in all cases. Hence, the dependency with each interaction project is
shown”.

Tool to Foster Creativity. Participants from all backgrounds emphasized that sen-
sor data interpretation can be a differentiating factor and lead to creative processes
that promote technological diversity even for non-technical practitioners. Partici-
pants expressed that, increasingly, there is dependence on software libraries devel-
oped by third parties for interpreting sensors and increasing production capacity.
Somehow, this technical dependence is responsible for alienating interaction design-
ers who have no coding skills but represents a tool that fosters creativity for those
who do:

E: “The interpretation of the sensor data can be a differentiator factor and lead
to creative processes”.
A: “The experience of using ROS (Robot Operating System) may seem com-
plex, but then the possibility of manipulating data with different programming
languages, leaves the feeling that there are millions of possibilities that in the
art world are not known at all”.
D: “In a specific case that I was faced with, studying the nature of the sensor
data allowed me not only to make better use of my detection system but also
to relate the capacity of the sensor to the interactive concept”.

3.2.5 Motion-Based Features’ Design Needs

The moderator guided the last stage of the focus group as a participative design pro-
cess. We attempted to actively involve all participants in this process to help ensure
the result meets their needs. We exposed participants to an initial exploratory ques-
tion to focus on ideas for a solution. Through the discussion, three themes emerged:
(1) Single and multiple users features, (2) Presentation of features to an interaction
designer, and (3) Criticism.

Single and Multiple Users Features. Some participants made the distinction be-
tween features for single and multiple users, highlighting the need for motion-based
features that can accommodate both individual and collaborative design processes.
They emphasized the importance of features that enable simultaneous tracking and
interpretation of movements of multiple users, facilitating group dynamics and fos-
tering a sense of shared exploration and ideation:

E: “Statistics of the behavior/movement of users in front of commercial spaces”.
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A: “I find it interesting to have descriptors with high semantic capacity, to
discriminate user actions”.
A: “The possibility should be left open to record certain personalized poses
and make something like a matching template to recognize particular poses
according to each need”.

Then, in addition to this, some participants’ ideas regarding features for multiple
users focused on user flow, movement patterns, and grouping, recognizing the sig-
nificance of capturing and analyzing interactions among users to inform the design
process effectively:

A: “I imagine features to understand movement through individual, dual and
plural relationships between users”.
E: “All kinds of features for flow analysis, where users are grouped, circulation
patterns”.
E: “I would like to have features to identify crossings between people”. D:
“Interesting having feedback on movement or posture similarities between
users”.

Presentation of Features to an Interaction Designer. Overall, participants showed
interest in discussing how a set of features should be presented to non-technical in-
teraction designers to facilitate its appropriation and use. Participants emphasized
the importance of clear and intuitive visual representations of the features, as well as
providing practical examples and demonstrations of their application in real-world
design scenarios. Furthermore, they expressed a desire for interactive tools that al-
low designers to explore the features in real time, enabling them to gain a deeper
understanding of the possibilities and limitations of each feature:

E: “Features should be presented according to the interaction designers’ ability
to understand the abstraction process”.
D: “Many possibilities are interesting, but having a reduced view with the most
popular features first, allows a faster approach to technology”.
E: “The set of features can be hierarchically organized by levels of abstraction,
with features in at least three abstraction levels”.
D: “A list of possibilities allows you to identify a path to design when you are
not a technology expert”.
D: “The semantic capacity of the feature is essential for the designer. If the
tool is for designers, it is very important to use the language that the designers
understand”.

Criticism. A few participants were skeptical about interaction designers’ overre-
liance on technology, and whether complex feature extraction is necessary. They
questioned the need for non-technologically skilled designers to use computer vi-
sion, expressing concerns about the potential barriers it may create. Additionally,
some participants expressed doubts about the practicality and relevance of utiliz-
ing full-body motion-based features, highlighting a preference for simpler and more
intuitive design approaches:
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E: “As a personal conclusion and in response to the comments of the other
participants, I consider that having features far beyond simple speed or accel-
eration would not have been useful in interactive experiences like the ones I
have developed”.
A: “An algorithmic proposal that characterizes the user and that may serve in
the design of the interaction, is not an approach that has been implemented in
projects that have recently surprised me. Quite the contrary, they have come
from user behavior studies or interactions observations in physical space”.

3.3 Discussion

The focus group study explored the relationship between motion-based feature ex-
traction technology and sensor-based interaction design methodologies used by prac-
titioners, as a potential tool to define novel interaction inputs and foster user behav-
ior exploration. Our findings extend previous research that investigated the perspec-
tives and attitudes of interaction designers toward the use of user data in multisen-
sory experiences [121], [122]. Previous work from Vilaza and Bardram [121] focused
on designers’ perspectives on shared health-data access, Seifi et al. [122] focused
on novice practitioners’ design needs for multimodal haptic feedback, whereas we
focused on how perceptions and barriers to movement-based interaction design are
formed and therefore incorporated a more practical element to understand how the
practitioners’ background shapes the perception of the role of technology. Our fo-
cus group sessions considered interaction designers’ perceptions about how they
might use interpretable features as a potential tool to explore user movement, in ad-
dition to highlighting general attitudes toward sensing technology and sensor data
processing, and what might hinder or facilitate using multiple-user motion-based
features.

Some content areas that emerged in this study were consistent with the litera-
ture. For example, “Technologically Influenced Design” emerged both in the cur-
rent study and also in the work by Sørum [28], although the latter labeled the theme
“Contribution to Products of the Future”. In both studies, participants held that
it would become more valuable for interaction designers to have knowledge not
only in design but also in the technology field because of the increasingly interdisci-
plinary nature of work. In terms of design, participants in [28] who were all interac-
tion design students, viewed it as crucial to have good knowledge of the technology
to enable the creation of innovative solutions. Opinions about design teams’ for-
mation and preferences for including people with different approaches and fields
of interest were also noted in both studies. A common content area with previous
work by Owusu et al. [123] was the perceived impact of choosing and applying de-
sign methods. Interestingly, researchers found not only that flexible use of methods
by expert designers leads to better performance, but also that the level of freedom
in using methods influences novice and experienced practitioners differently [123].
Consequently, our study evidenced a consensus among participants that there is
no general methodology that could always be followed to design interactive expe-
riences, as it is perceived as a very context-dependent task. As participants men-
tioned, they preferred to trust their skills and common sense to guide each particular
design process.
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To point out how the findings of the study are useful for designers to create new
interaction paradigms using the sensing capabilities that feature extraction technol-
ogy offers, we first establish a relationship to the work by Sundstrom et al. [27]. The
authors argue that although the mediums’ properties need to be considered in any
design process, technologies are usually black-boxed without much thought given
to how their distinctive properties open up design possibilities. Sundstrom et al. [27]
supported their study by claiming that computing technology is a more complicated
material for many designers to work with [124], and we corroborated this idea. In
the context of working with motion-based features, we perceived from participants
that they are not very familiar with feature extraction technology as a design mate-
rial which explains why only technical practitioners feel comfortable using feature
extraction technologies even though they depend on tools developed by third par-
ties. In addition, we found that participants with a design background have not
paid attention to exploring and thinking imaginatively about the reach of feature
extraction technologies and, consequently, they showed doubt about interaction de-
signers’ overdependence on technology. Interaction designers from all backgrounds
emphasized during the focus group study, that features should provide valuable
information for non-technical practitioners and help identify a path to design. To
refer to both conditions during this thesis, we use the term designer-interpretable to
describe features tailored to interaction designers. Moreover, we sought to identify
defining aspects of motion-based features during the discussions with participants
and then tried to find out how to reduce the technical effort from designers while
experimenting with different extraction possibilities. Perspectives from participants
showed that finding a design-oriented approach to present feature extraction capa-
bilities to non-technical interaction designers should facilitate its appropriation and
use. In a scenario where performing an action without implementation is funda-
mentally different from performing that action with feedback from technology and
in the presence of tracking errors and limitations that are inevitable with movement-
based technology [100], practitioners acknowledge the importance of getting a sense
of technology as design materials before being used on a working prototype, espe-
cially for those that consider themselves as not technology experts.

Through the analysis of the participants’ perceptions about methodological strate-
gies for interaction design, it was clear that motion-based interaction relies on a va-
riety of approaches that depend on the design context. Proof of this was the dif-
ferences in discussing methodological approaches for designing interactive experi-
ences. For most interaction designers with technical expertise (i.e., participants with
an engineering background), technology-mediated design approaches allow incor-
porating a value of the moving body. We consider this perspective on interaction
design in closer correspondence with “design by doing and moving” strategies [48],
[100] than the more representational approaches of pragmatic-account participants
(i.e., interaction designers with a design background) who design movement-based
interactions detached from technology. Regarding sensor data interpretation, partic-
ipants from all backgrounds coincided and argued that it is a determining factor to
encourage creativity. Similarly, Hummels et al. [48] believe that designers need de-
sign methods and skills that help explore and reflect on innovative interactions and
consequently present tools such as the Design Movement approach that supported
and inspired novel movement-based interaction paradigms.

By asking participants how they handle technical issues while working with
movement recognition technologies, we identified the importance they attach to sen-
sor properties, such as effectiveness, interpretability, and predictability. If we relate
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this perspective to how participants inform design, we saw that they think it is hard
to be creative with something unknown. The contribution of Sundstrom et al. [27]
provides a methodology to resolve such an issue by fostering exposure to one or
several of such dynamic properties considered as digital material. In other words,
they advise designers to get a sense of technologies before becoming part of a work-
ing prototype. O’hara et al. [125] go deeper by drawing on the theories of embodied
interaction and situated action and concern about how properties of the technology
and the social system are combined in the production of meaningful and natural
interaction. As pointed out by an art background participant, collaboratively work
methodologies built to implement co-design strategies between creative and tech-
nical profiles in design teams may help bridge technology and material world to
configure interactions in new and meaningful ways. In articulating this, we see the
bodystorming scenario of the Embodied Sketching practice [126] as conclusive by
encouraging designers to engage physically in co-design play-based ideation activi-
ties with peers to help sketch ideas for movement-based interactive systems.

Most participants considered that diverse and categorized motion-based features
may facilitate user behavior exploration and emphasized the likelihood of using a
feature extraction system with such characteristics in the future. The positive assess-
ment of participants was further evidenced by the fact that all of them came up with
ideas to meet their own design needs while in the participative design process at the
end of each focus group session. Despite that, participants expressed concern about
the general use of a motion-based feature closed set, knowing that interaction design
is very dependent on a multivariable context. It was evidenced from participants’
discussions that there is no general methodology that could always be followed to
design interactive experiences and that certain sensor data descriptors will be useful
only in specific contexts when linked to a certain application. Overall, participants
with a background in design conceive the ideation process detached from technol-
ogy. However, practitioners coming from the arts held that user behavior should be
addressed on a multidisciplinary basis and considering the use of technology as part
of the artistic discourse. Some were skeptical about the interaction designers’ over-
reliance on technology, and whether complex motion-based features are necessary
to design memorable interactive experiences.

Our findings are useful to inform developers of computational tools for inter-
active system creation about motion-based feature refinement, thereby increasing
the acceptance and adoption of higher-level features by interaction designers. Fo-
cus group participants proposed several such features, solving design needs that
are worth consideration. For example, analysis of full-body movements to discrim-
inate between multiple-users actions. Our participants did not reach a consensus
in terms of how to describe multiple-user movements through feature extraction.
Some participants asked for people-crossings counting, others required all kinds of
features for users’ flow analysis, and others showed interest in circulation patterns
similarity and users’ clustering in space. Another point for refinement is related to
feature layout and presentation. A system for interpreting user-motion data should
present features hierarchically organized by levels of abstraction and according to
the interaction designers’ ability to understand the extracted characteristic. Partici-
pants argued not only that a neat-presented feature set is relevant for non-technical
people to favor their appropriation and use. But also that a curated list of possibil-
ities allows practitioners to identify a path to design when they are not technology
experts. Finally, from the analysis of focus groups, we argue that if we want inter-
action designers to understand what motion-based feature extraction technology is
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capable of, two things are needed: (1) developers of computational tools for inter-
active system creation need to work on the interpretability that designers can make
of motion-based features extracted by the system, and (2) designers must recognize
features’ distinctive properties by experiencing them in an embodied form. By do-
ing so, we can envision designer-interpretable features as a potential tool to foster user
behavior exploration.

3.4 Summary

This chapter sheds light upon the effect of motion-based full-body features on in-
teractive experience design by evidencing practitioners’ approaches towards com-
puter vision technology. With this study, we position feature extraction technol-
ogy as a useful tool to better understand user behavior when designing interactive
experiences, but also we acknowledge its limitations. We found that practitioners
consider that processing sensor data to extract motion-based features is challenging
and time-consuming. Moreover, only a few professionals with appropriate techni-
cal backgrounds feel comfortable using their own feature extraction algorithms in
their interaction design work. However, most participants were eager to use a com-
putational tool designed to interpret multiple users’ motion from diverse perspec-
tives, meaning that novel interaction strategies might emerge from a broad user-
motion description capability at a reduced technical cost. Furthermore, to increase
the chances of adoption, motion-based features should be grounded in conceptual
frameworks known for offering advice on designing sensor-based interactions. Nev-
ertheless, non-technical interaction designers should be aware that acknowledging
the detection system’s nature and being able to follow the possibilities opened up
by technology is crucial to complete an effective design-development cycle. Overall,
the current results are consistent with the objectives of this thesis. Based on the re-
lationships that professionals currently make between sensor-based interaction de-
sign and feature extraction technology, it is possible to design a computational tool
that reduces the technical effort of designers to characterize user movement. Fi-
nally, it has been validated from the participants’ opinions that such a computational
tool, conceived as a designer-interpretable motion-based feature extractor, constitutes
a comprehensible representation of the interaction design possibilities that the sens-
ing technology offers.
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Chapter 4

Mapping Low-Level Motion-Based
Attributes to a Designer-Oriented
Representation

In the previous chapter, we delved into the perceptions of interaction designers
regarding the utilization of motion-based full-body features. Through a com-
prehensive focus group study, we gained valuable insights into how design-

ers perceive the integration of sensor-based interaction design with feature extrac-
tion technology. With this knowledge in mind, Chapter 4 takes a significant step
forward by addressing research question RQ3. How can creators effectively lever-
age designer-interpretable motion-based features to produce compelling multiple-user
full-body interaction experiences? Building upon the findings of the preceding chap-
ter, this fourth chapter introduces a working theory that serves as the foundation for
an innovative approach. Our goal within this chapter is to embark on a journey
that explores the development of a framework capable of bridging the gap between
low-level motion-based attributes and a designer-oriented representation.

Section 4.1 outlines the working theory that underpins our approach. This the-
ory not only synthesizes the outcomes of the focus group study but also serves as a
guide for aligning sensor-based interactions with the design process. By incorporat-
ing designers’ perspectives and insights, we establish a comprehensive understand-
ing of their specific requirements when working with motion-based features. This
section provides a theoretical foundation upon which the subsequent section of this
chapter is built. In Section 4.2, we present a computational prototype that exem-
plifies the practical implementation of our theoretical framework. This prototype is
designed to extract motion-based features and offer visual representations of the al-
gorithms’ output. By providing designers with accessible and intuitive descriptors
of the extracted features, we aim to facilitate their understanding and adoption of
motion-based attributes within their design workflows. This section demonstrates
the feasibility of our approach and offers a tangible tool for designers to experiment
with and evaluate the proposed designer-oriented representation.

Ultimately, through the integration of designers’ perceptions, needs, and techni-
cal considerations, we lay the foundation for the effective incorporation of human
motion into interactive experiences. The subsequent sections (4.1 and 4.2) explore
in-depth the details of our theoretical framework and the computational prototype,
thus offering a comprehensive understanding of our proposed approach.
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4.1 Working Theory

In the context of information technology research methods, a working theory is a
provisional and evolving explanation that guides the design and implementation
of a research project [33]. A working theory is developed through a process of ob-
servation, analysis, and reflection, and it provides a framework for organizing and
interpreting data. The goal of a working theory is to propose decision alternatives
and establish new relationships between theoretical perspectives. A working theory
is called “working” because it changes and evolves as experiences and interactions
disrupt and challenge existing ideas and assumptions. Through this process, new
ways of responding and making meaning are learned. Working theories are partic-
ularly important in the field of interaction design because opinions differ between
interaction designers, and so do the working theories that may guide the design
process. A working theory helps designers to identify the key issues, problems, and
challenges that need to be addressed, and it provides a basis for making design de-
cisions and evaluating design solutions.

Throughout the research project, the working theory evolved and changed as
we gathered new data and insights. As we conducted focus group discussions and
interacted with interaction design practitioners, we gained a deeper understanding
of their needs, challenges, and goals. This new information led us to refine and
expand the working theory, incorporating new ideas and perspectives into our ap-
proach. Additionally, as we began to develop and test motion-based feature ex-
traction tools, we discovered new challenges and opportunities that required us to
adjust our working theory to better align with the realities of the design process. By
remaining flexible and responsive to new data and insights, we were able to cre-
ate a working theory that was both grounded in empirical research and adaptable
to changing circumstances. As a result, our motion-based feature extraction tools
were better suited to the needs of interaction designers, and we were able to make
meaningful contributions to the field of interaction design research.

The theoretical framework presented here is based on the discussions and expe-
riences with interaction design practitioners that emerged from the previous focus
group study presented in Chapter 3, which revealed three main ideas:

• What interaction designers want to detect?

• What they are looking for when using features?

• How to present features to them?

Firstly, the idea of what interaction designers want to detect is crucial for the
development of motion-based feature extraction tools. By understanding the types
of movements and gestures that interaction designers want to detect, developers
can design tools that accurately track and analyze these movements. For exam-
ple, if interaction designers are interested in tracking multiple users and detecting
their movement patterns, the motion-based feature extraction tools should be able to
identify and distinguish between individual users and track their movements over
time. Secondly, the idea of what interaction designers are looking for when using
features is important because it provides insight into the specific design goals and
challenges that interaction designers face. By understanding these goals and chal-
lenges, developers can design motion-based feature extraction tools that address
these issues and facilitate the design process. For example, if interaction designers
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are struggling to reduce user frustration and simplify the use of technology, motion-
based feature extraction tools could be designed to automate certain tasks or provide
visual feedback to users. Thirdly, the idea of how to present features to interaction
designers is important because it affects how designers use and interact with motion-
based feature extraction tools. By designing tools that are presented in a way that
is intuitive and easy to understand, interaction designers can more easily integrate
these tools into their design process. For example, by presenting features in a hier-
archical organization based on levels of abstraction, interaction designers can more
easily identify which features are relevant to their design goals and how they can be
used to achieve these goals.

4.1.1 What Do Interaction Designers Want to Detect?

Interaction designers are interested in detecting various aspects of user behavior,
depending on whether they are dealing with single or multiple users. For single
users, designers want to analyze movement in relation to space, discriminate be-
tween user actions, and estimate gestures using custom poses. These types of anal-
yses can help designers understand how users interact with their devices and how
they move around their environment. By analyzing users’ movements and gestures,
designers can gain insights into how to design interfaces and interactions that are
more intuitive and natural.

For multiple users, interaction designers are interested in identifying relation-
ships among users, detecting people flow and grouping, and analyzing movement
patterns. These types of analyses can help designers understand how users inter-
act with each other and how they move around shared spaces. By analyzing users’
movements and relationships, designers can gain insights into how to design inter-
faces and interactions that are more socially aware and inclusive.

Designers can use a range of tools and technologies to detect these aspects of
user behavior. For example, they can use cameras, motion sensors, or other tracking
technologies to analyze users’ movements and gestures. They can also use software
to analyze data collected from these sensors, generating visualizations and other
types of feedback that can inform the design process.

4.1.2 What are Designers Looking for When Using Features?

Interaction designers need movement-based features to design interactive systems
using computer vision technology. We believe it is possible to generalize by say-
ing that to define such features, we must start with purely technical necessities and
achieve significant representations close to interaction design. In discussions with
practitioners, we have identified requirements that gradually address the needs be-
tween one extreme and the other: simplify the use of technology, eliminate noise
from non-users detections, reduce user frustration, evaluate user behavior, validate
user actions, link sensor capabilities with design concepts, foster creativity, and open
new possibilities for interaction design. These requirements highlight the impor-
tance of considering both technical capabilities and user needs when designing in-
teractive systems based on movement-based features. By prioritizing these factors,
designers can develop more effective and efficient solutions that meet the demands
of all stakeholders involved.
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First, designers need to understand the technical capabilities of the sensors and
other technologies they are using. This understanding can help them identify poten-
tial limitations or opportunities that may affect the design process. Once designers
understand the technical capabilities of their tools, they can start to explore how to
use those tools to create more intuitive and user-friendly interactions. One way to
achieve these goals is to start by simplifying the use of technology. This means re-
moving unnecessary complexity and focusing on the core features and functions that
are most essential to the user experience. Designers can also work to eliminate noise
from non-users’ detections, such as by filtering out irrelevant or unwanted data.

Next, designers need to focus on reducing user frustration. This means designing
interfaces and interactions that are easy to use and understand, even for users who
may be unfamiliar with the technology. Designers can also evaluate user behavior
to gain insights into how users are interacting with the system and identify areas for
improvement. To validate user actions, designers need to ensure that the system is
providing feedback that is both meaningful and relevant to the user’s actions. This
can help users understand the system’s capabilities and limitations, which can in
turn lead to more successful interactions.

Linking sensor capabilities and design concepts is another important goal for
interaction designers. By understanding the technical capabilities of their sensors,
designers can identify new opportunities for interaction and create more innovative
and engaging designs. Fostering creativity is also an important goal for interaction
designers. This involves investigating innovative applications of sensors and other
technologies, enabling designers to push the boundaries of possibility and craft in-
teractive experiences that are not only immersive but also remarkably compelling.
Finally, interaction designers need to be open to new possibilities for interaction de-
sign. This means exploring new technologies, experimenting with new approaches,
and embracing new ideas and perspectives.

In order to better understand what interaction designers are looking for when
using motion-based feature extraction tools, we developed a visual summary of our
findings (see Figure 4.1). This summary reflects how the needs of interaction design-
ers depart from a technical perspective, such as simplifying the use of technology
and reducing user frustration, and consistently end up as pure interaction design
needs, such as fostering creativity and opening new possibilities for interaction de-
sign. As essential reference, based on our analysis of previous focus groups and
experience with interaction design practitioners, this visual summary informs our
working theory.

4.1.3 How to Present Features to Interaction Designers?

When it comes to presenting features and capabilities to interaction designers, it is
crucial to strike a balance between ease of understanding and relevance to their spe-
cific needs. Interaction designers play a vital role in crafting intuitive and engaging
user experiences, and their ability to grasp and leverage the capabilities of technol-
ogy is key to their success. However, due to the diverse backgrounds and expertise
levels of interaction designers, presenting features in a way that resonates with them
can be a challenge.

To foster effective communication, it is essential to adopt strategies that cater
to the designers’ varying levels of technical expertise, simplify the presentation of
features, utilize designers’ language, organize features hierarchically, and inspire
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FIGURE 4.1: Visual summary of interaction designer needs when
using motion-based feature extraction tools.

innovative thinking. By tailoring the presentation approach to their specific require-
ments, interaction designers can more seamlessly integrate technology into their de-
sign process and create compelling interactive experiences. In the context of our dis-
cussions with practitioners about motion-based features’ design needs during focus
groups, we will now delve into a range of strategies. These strategies are explicitly
inspired by these discussions and can be employed to present features and capabili-
ties to interaction designers. Their purpose is to enhance designers’ understanding,
align with their design goals, and stimulate their creativity. By adopting these strate-
gies, designers are empowered to effectively harness the potential of technology, re-
sulting in the delivery of seamless, intuitive, and delightful user experiences.

Tailoring the Abstraction Process to Designers’ Understanding. One of the key
considerations when presenting features and capabilities to interaction designers is
their varying levels of technical expertise and understanding. Designers come from
diverse backgrounds, some with extensive technical knowledge, while others may
possess limited programming skills. To ensure effective communication, it is es-
sential to present features in a way that aligns with each designer’s level of knowl-
edge and experience. This may involve providing clear explanations, visual aids,
or demonstrations that help simplify complex concepts. By tailoring the abstraction
process to designers’ understanding, they can quickly grasp the functionalities and
make informed design decisions.

Gradual Introduction of Features to Common Technological Approaches. When
introducing features, it is beneficial to adopt a gradual approach that starts with the
most basic and commonly used functionalities. This allows designers to familiarize
themselves with the core capabilities before delving into more advanced features.
By presenting features in a simplified and organized manner, designers can develop
a solid foundation of knowledge and build confidence in utilizing technology to
enhance their designs. Additionally, providing real-world examples and practical
use cases can help designers relate the features to their own projects, making the
learning process more engaging and applicable.

Semantic Description in Designers’ Language. Communication between interac-
tion designers and technologists can sometimes be hindered by the use of technical
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terminology. To bridge this gap, features and capabilities should be described using
the language and terminology familiar to interaction designers. This means avoid-
ing excessive technical jargon and instead using terms that align with the designers’
domain. By employing designers’ language, the presentation becomes more accessi-
ble, and designers can easily comprehend and articulate their design requirements,
fostering a collaborative and productive environment.

Hierarchical Organization for Understanding Relationships. Presenting features
and capabilities in a hierarchical manner can greatly assist interaction designers in
understanding the relationships and dependencies between different functionalities.
By organizing features into a logical structure, designers can navigate the complexity
more effectively. This hierarchical organization helps designers identify the core
building blocks of the technology and how they can be combined to achieve desired
outcomes. Understanding the relationships between features enables designers to
make informed decisions about the sequencing and integration of functionalities,
resulting in more cohesive and coherent interactive experiences.

Presenting the Full Range of Possibilities for Innovation. To inspire innovation
and creativity, designers should be exposed to the full range of available features and
capabilities, even if they may not be immediately relevant to their current projects.
By showcasing the breadth of possibilities, designers are encouraged to think be-
yond the constraints of their immediate design needs. This exposure enables them
to identify novel applications, unique interactions, and innovative design solutions.
By exploring the full potential of technology, designers can push the boundaries of
their creativity, leading to the development of more compelling and engaging inter-
active experiences.

By adopting these effective strategies and presenting features in a manner that is
tailored to interaction designers’ needs, designers can seamlessly integrate technol-
ogy into their design process. This approach empowers them to leverage the capa-
bilities of technology effectively, resulting in the creation of interactive experiences
that captivate and engage users.

4.2 Implementation of a Computational Prototype

The practical implementation of our theoretical framework is demonstrated through
the development of a computational prototype. This prototype serves as a tangible
manifestation of our conceptual groundwork and is designed to extract motion-
based features, subsequently providing visual representations of the algorithms’
outputs. These visual descriptors of extracted features offer a level of accessibility
and intuitiveness that aims to significantly enhance interaction designers’ compre-
hension and incorporation of motion-based attributes into their design workflows.

Foremost, the idea of discerning what precisely interaction designers aspire to
detect holds paramount importance in shaping the development of motion-based
feature extraction tools. This understanding is pivotal as it guides the design of
tools capable of accurately tracking and analyzing the specific types of movements
and gestures that designers aim to use. For instance, if interaction designers seek
to trace multiple users’ distinct movement patterns, the motion-based feature ex-
traction tools must be adept at distinguishing individual users and monitoring their
motions across time. Subsequently, the idea of how to effectively present features to
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interaction designers is also important, influencing how these professionals interact
with and exploit motion-based feature extraction tools. The design of tools must be
a harmony of intuitiveness and simplicity, facilitating seamless integration within
designers’ creative processes. For instance, structuring features hierarchically based
on levels of abstraction empowers interaction designers to readily identify relevant
features aligned with their design objectives, effectively guiding their application in
achieving these goals.

Through the implementation of the computational prototype, not only is the fea-
sibility of our approach showcased, but interaction designers are also provided with
a tangible toolset for experimentation and evaluation, thus bringing the comprehen-
sive implications of the theoretical framework to realization in the practical domain
of interaction design. Grounded in this rationale, we created an extraction and visu-
alization prototype that comprises three primary components: (1) a 3d pose estima-
tion and tracking component, (2) a feature extraction system, and (3) the visualiza-
tion engine.

4.2.1 Pose Estimation and Tracking in 3d Space

The 3d pose estimation and tracking component considers a multi-camera approach
to account for large volume spaces and resolve occlusions and limited field-of-view
problems. The procedure for this component consists of a sequence of steps: First,
a calibration step based on using a ChArUco board pattern [127] to capture prop-
erly synchronized images, and then obtain camera poses by bundle adjustment op-
timization. Second, a people detection and pose estimation step based on running
the top-down AlphaPose estimator on each view. Third, a multi-view 3d pose recon-
struction step. And fourth, a tracking and filtering step to finally obtain smoothed
human poses of all the people in the scene. Further elaboration of the last three steps
is warranted, as these crucial components enable accurate and robust human pose
estimations in challenging environments and are therefore essential to the success of
the overall system.

4.2.1.1 People Detection and Pose Estimation on Each View

The first step in estimating 3d poses from a set of multiple calibrated cameras is to
detect 2d poses on each view. To this end, we adopted the body-only AlphaPose
estimator [128] which follows a top-down strategy. Alphapose is a two-step frame-
work that first detects human bounding boxes and then independently estimates the
pose within each box. Furthermore, AlphaPose’s architecture is optimized for easy
usage and further development as various human detectors and pose estimators
can be used for custom purposes. In the current implementation, an off-the-shelf
YOLOV3 pre-trained detector [129] and an efficient high-accuracy pose estimator
named FastPose [128] are adopted. FastPose network structure uses ResNet152 [130]
as the backbone to extract features, three Dense Upsampling Convolution modules
for feature up-sampling, and a 1x1 convolution layer to generate heatmaps. To speed
up the process, each view is pre-processed using AlphaPose before the multi-view
matching step. Estimated 2d poses in COCO [131] format, bounding boxes, and
cropped heatmaps are saved as they are needed for the next step.
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4.2.1.2 3d Pose Reconstruction

To match the estimated 2d poses across views, we need to find the bounding boxes
belonging to the same person in all views. To solve this problem we adopted the
approach of Dong et al. [82] in which appearance similarity and geometric com-
patibility cues are combined to calculate the affinity score between bounding boxes.
In this context, appearance similarity is a measure of the distance between appear-
ance descriptors of a bounding box pair obtained from a person re-identification
network (i.e., the cropped image of each bounding box is fed through the network
to extract a feature vector for each bounding box and then the Euclidian distance is
computed between the descriptors of a bounding box pair). Furthermore, geometric
compatibility means that corresponding 2d joint locations should satisfy the epipo-
lar constraint (i.e., a joint in the first view should lie on the epipolar line associated
with its correspondence in the second view).

The muti-view correspondences are calculated from the affinity scores and rep-
resented as a partial permutation matrix that maximizes the corresponding affini-
ties and is also cycle-consistent across multiple views (i.e. any two corresponding
bounding boxes in two views should correspond to the same bounding box in an-
other view). The bounding boxes with no matches in other views are regarded as
false detections and discarded. The multi-way matching algorithm groups 2d poses
of the same person in different views from which 3d poses can be reconstructed. To
incorporate the structural prior on human skeletons, Dong et al.’s algorithm makes
use of the 3DPS [80] model in a reduced state space for efficient inference.

4.2.1.3 Tracking and Filtering

For 3d pose tracking, we implemented a tracking-by-detection method to find cor-
respondences between adjacent frames. A major challenge in our approach is how
to associate unreliable detection results with existing tracks. To this end, we first
collect redundant candidates from outputs of both detection and tracking and then
use a unified scoring function and non-maximal suppression for optimal selection
[132]. Later, to improve the identification ability we compute the appearance feature
similarity between non-redundant candidates and existing tracks. This similarity
function was also used in the construction of the affinity score in the cross-view cor-
respondences and in this case, featured as a key component in data association to
address the spatial distance limitation. Given the combined similarity, the corre-
spondences can be solved with the Hungarian algorithm.

Missing joints are caused by noise detections or occlusions and usually degrade
the temporal consistency. To remove outliers and to infer missing joints a simple ef-
fective smoothing algorithm was adopted [133]. Temporal averaging is used to fill in
missing joints, while a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ is used to smooth
each joint trajectory. We explored different values of σ to visually understand the
effects of smoothing and adjusted the value empirically. As Tanke & Gall [133] sug-
gested, higher values of σ improve the performance when noise 3d poses are given
at the cost of reducing accuracy.

4.2.2 Movement-Based Features

The proposed features for motion-based interaction design are motivated by the
observation that interaction designers are not very familiar with feature extraction
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technology as a design material, which limits their ability to explore and think imagi-
natively about its possibilities [95]. The previous study (refer to Chapter 3) identified
general needs and limitations that interaction designers face when using feature ex-
traction technology, and evidenced that these requirements needed to be translated
into specific designer-interpretable features. To bridge this gap, the prototype pro-
vides a concrete set of features that meet the demands of interaction designers when
designing motion-based interactions. The proposed features aim to reduce the tech-
nical effort required from designers while experimenting with different extraction
possibilities, facilitate the appropriation and use of feature extraction capabilities
by non-technical interaction designers, and provide tools that can help determine
a course of action for the design process when using motion analysis algorithms.
Subsections 4.2.2.1 through 4.2.2.7, explain each feature algorithmically and provide
evidence from previous work that validates their effectiveness and relevance in prac-
tical design scenarios. The selection of seven features is driven by a deliberate ra-
tionale. The initial three features delve into characterizing individual movements,
laying the foundation for capturing nuanced gestures and actions. Complementing
these are the remaining four features, which are rooted in the description of group
behaviors formed through spatial clustering or trajectory similarity among individ-
uals. This comprehensive range is intended to holistically address both individual
and group dynamics within motion-based interactions.

In summary, the decision to incorporate seven features was guided by the intent
to encompass a diverse spectrum of movement aspects and interaction scenarios.
The hierarchical organization of features by increasing complexity further demon-
strates the systematic approach taken to empower designers in creating meaningful
and engaging motion-based interactions. It is important to emphasize that these
choices have been justified based on the identified gaps in the field and the goal of
facilitating more accessible and imaginative use of feature extraction technology by
interaction designers.

4.2.2.1 Bounding Box

At each time step, we calculate the rectangular parallelepiped enclosing the 3d pose
of each person. The bounding box is fairly straightforward and strictly speaking, is
not even a motion-based feature. However, the decision to provide it reflects our
intention of exploring how interaction designers interpret motion from even the
simplest feature. We expect that from the bounding box variation over time, the
interaction designer may abstract useful representations of the user’s motion. As an
example of the above, Glowinski et al. [134] reported having used bounding shapes
in the analysis of affective body gestures. Figure 4.2(a) shows two examples of the
bounding box feature visualization overlaid on a rendered 3d view of the scene.
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FIGURE 4.2: Visualizations of individual movement features. (a)
bounding box, (b) trajectory, and (c) heading.

4.2.2.2 Trajectory

We present the user trajectory as a short-time feature as it characterizes recent move-
ment by considering a fixed number of the most recent position points. User trajec-
tories are updated into a circular buffer of three-dimensional points at every time
step, therefore, a trajectory represents a sequence of points in 3d space. By default,
the positional data for the trajectory representation is the central point between the
shoulder joints, however, any other body joint could be used. A new trajectory ob-
ject is created when a new user appears in the scene, storing id and relevant data
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from the user tracking module. The user trajectory feature also serves as an in-
put for group behavior features based on time-windowed positional data, as will be
discussed in section 4.2.2.6. Refer to figure 4.2(b) to see examples of the trajectory
feature visualization overlaid on a rendered 3d view of the scene.

4.2.2.3 Heading

We approximate the linear velocity vector of the user trajectory using the difference
between the last two position points. We discard the z-dimension as we are only
interested in visualizing the trajectory heading over the ground plane. We assume
that users are moving forward and express their heading as the angle between the
linear velocity vector and the x-axis. Using this angle, we simply plot a fixed-size
arrow from the current user position. Figure 4.2(c) shows examples of the heading
feature visualization overlaid on a rendered 3d view of the scene.

4.2.2.4 Instantaneous Clustering

The instantaneous clustering feature takes the set of user centroid positions at the
current time step and finds clusters using the mean shift algorithm [135]. Particu-
larly, unsupervised learning is attractive to the context of this study, given the ca-
pability to characterize group behavior without reliance on a priori knowledge. The
mean shift algorithm is widely used in data analysis because it’s non-parametric and
doesn’t require any predefined number of clusters. As Amin & Burke [30] pointed
out, the mean shift algorithm fits well with the frequently changing nature of so-
cial interaction scenes and live performances. In an effort to produce a meaningful
feature visualization, we decided to represent the distance of users to the cluster’s
centroid to which they belong with lines on the ground plane, and the number of
users in each cluster as the radius of a circle representing the cluster. Figure 4.3(a)
shows the instantaneous clustering feature visualization overlaid on a rendered 3d
view of the scene.

4.2.2.5 Hotspots

The hotspots feature provides the capability to identify frequently-visited areas or
routes in the space. Based on the work of Amin & Burke [30], hotspots are ad-
dressed as a long-term, macroscopic form of clustering. Nevertheless, we decided
to perform clustering to positional data over a fixed time window using a different
algorithm. We have chosen the DBSCAN algorithm as it performs density-based
clustering that is robust to outliers. DBSCAN works on the assumption that clus-
ters are dense regions in space separated by regions of lower density [136], which
provided better hotspot visualization results when compared to other clustering al-
gorithms. Regarding the feature visualization, the prototype shows simple descrip-
tors of the algorithm’s output such as position, spread, and boundaries of clusters
in a heatmap representation to enrich the user’s perception of group behavior. Refer
to figure 4.3(b) to see examples of the hotspots feature visualization overlaid on a
rendered 3d view of the scene.
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FIGURE 4.3: Visualizations of user clustering features. (a)
instantaneous clustering, and (b) hotspots.

4.2.2.6 Trajectory Similarity

The trajectory similarity feature accounts for the detection of instantaneous common
patterns of movement based on all user trajectories. Given that user trajectories are
of the same size (see section 4.2.2.2), we perform a Procrustes analysis [137], [138]
between all trajectory pairs to obtain a similarity matrix from which a mean score is
obtained. In the context of the Procrustes analysis, an optimal transformation is first
applied to one of the trajectories to obtain a scale, rotation, and reflection invariant
similarity measure, meaning that the similarity score is independent of user position.
For a proper visualization, we format the feature as an event-based variable that
outputs a ‘positive’ detection if the mean score is above a threshold, meaning that
all users in the scene were moving similarly. Refer to figure 4.4(a) to see examples of
the trajectory similarity feature visualization overlaid on a rendered 3d view of the
scene.

4.2.2.7 Correlations Across Movement Patterns

Derived from the trajectory similarity feature, we examine the similarity matrix to
detect actors moving similarly. Instead of a detection event, the prototype graphi-
cally indicates whenever users correspond with each other by performing a synchro-
nized movement. With a feature like this, we provide interaction designers with the
ability to draw comparisons between users in the scene and to better understand
inter-user dynamics. Figure 4.4(b) shows this feature visualization overlaid on a
rendered 3d view of the scene.
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FIGURE 4.4: Visualizations of group behavior features. (a) trajectory
similarity feature, showing user trajectories and event-based
detection at the bottom of the window, and (b) correlations across
movement patterns, with circles indicating instantaneous position of
users performing synchronized movements.

4.2.3 Visualization Engine

The visualization engine presents a 3d view of the scene that includes visual repre-
sentations of the human poses and extracted features. Figure 4.5 displays the graph-
ical user interface, which is composed of three sections. The selection section con-
tains controls for opening scenes and choosing features, while the multi-view video
playback section overlays 2d pose detection results on each view. Additionally, a
three-dimensional representation of the scene is included, where the feature visu-
alization is rendered. The prototype user can control the camera position in the 3d
scene using six degrees of motion input via the keyboard keys and mouse. This en-
ables the user to explore the relationship between features and space from various
perspectives, navigate the 3d scene, and decide whether to focus on a smaller region
or zoom outwards for a broad overview. To minimize the user’s focus on technical
intricacies related to algorithm tuning, we have opted to limit the level of interven-
tion required to use the prototype. This decision was based on observations from
previous work [95] that found less technical designers lacked the ability to address
algorithm tuning, and providing them with access to this parameterization could be
confusing, deterring them from using the results on creation and conceptualization
stages. As a result, users are not able to engage in algorithm parameterization or
receive numerical feedback. By removing these technical barriers, we aim to make
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the prototype more accessible and user-friendly, allowing a wider range of interac-
tion designers to take advantage of its results without getting bogged down in the
technical details of algorithm tuning. In addition, the prototype adheres to Tufte’s
conception of graphical integrity in which visual representations of data should nei-
ther overrepresent nor underrepresent its effects and phenomena [139].

FIGURE 4.5: Graphical user interface of the feature extraction and
visualization prototype. (a) selection section, (b) multi-view video
playback section, and (c) three-dimensional representation of the
scene and feature visualization section.
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Chapter 5

A User-Centered Evaluation of
Movement-Based Features for
Interaction Design Purposes

The growing interest of the human-computer interaction community in explor-
ing the motion-based interaction design space has been approached from two
different perspectives. One notable exploration involves movement models

like Laban Movement Analysis’ Effort qualities, which have sparked discussions
on perception, experience, and the nuances of human motion [140]–[144]. These
approaches, however, reveal limitations in terms of demanding user expertise and
concealing subtleties [145]. In parallel, computational frameworks have arisen, il-
luminating human movement intricacies through feature extraction [29], [30], [32],
[99]. Nevertheless, little is understood about how such movement characteristics
are perceived by interaction designers or experienced by end users. Hence, we con-
sider it paramount to understand if designers identify functional, performative, and
expressive aspects in the features provided by computational frameworks.

This chapter evaluates the impact of proposed features on interaction design,
aligning with objective O4. A user-centered evaluation is undertaken, with qualita-
tive insights gathered directly from designers. By exploring their experiences, the
goal is to determine if novel design concepts are inspired, creativity is fostered, and
new interaction possibilities are introduced. In alignment with RQ3, the investiga-
tion bridges theoretical and computational perspectives. The intent is to understand
how designers harness these computational features and how end users experience
their impact. Ultimately, this chapter aims to determine whether the proposed fea-
tures effectively stimulate innovative interaction design possibilities, cultivating cre-
ativity, artistic expression, and avenues for inventive prototyping.

The work presented in this chapter builds on the focus group study (see Chap-
ter 3), which conveys interaction designers’ insight that mapping purely technical
parameters to a set of designer-interpretable features constitutes an intelligible rep-
resentation of the interaction design possibilities offered by sensing technology. In
order to further examine this idea, this chapter describes a qualitative study that
involved interviews with six interaction designers. Specifically, the study analyzed
the impact of motion-based features on the design of spatial interactions by present-
ing multi-view recorded scenes to the interviewees. By comparing design strategies
with and without the support of the computational prototype presented in Chapter
4, the study makes the following contributions:

1. Supplies evidence that feature visualization facilitates the design of movement-
based interactions by allowing designers to use a graphical language to explore
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the relationship between individual movement intentions, grouping patterns,
and space.

2. Highlights the importance of the perceived agency by end-users as a driv-
ing factor in practitioners’ decisions when incorporating movement-based fea-
tures into their interaction design practice.

For the rest of the chapter, Section 5.1 explains the methodology for carrying out
the interviews with interaction designers, including the data collection and analysis
strategies. Additionally, Section 5.2 presents the results of the qualitative evalua-
tion. Finally, Section 5.3 examines how motion-based feature extraction can refine
interaction design practice, and explores the benefits of feature visualization.

5.1 Study Design

The primary goal of the study was to investigate whether the proposed features
might be helpful for interaction designers working in room-scale interaction spaces
and how they can incorporate them into their own work. Since the investigation
follow a user-centered approach, a qualitative study was considered to develop an
understanding of interaction designers’ needs and perceptions. A semi-structured
interview-based methodology was chosen to ensure the coverage of the breadth of
experiences practitioners have when designing interactive experiences and to ob-
serve the impact of movement-based features and their visualization in design prac-
tice.

5.1.1 Participants

This qualitative study involved six interaction designers. To ensure a diverse per-
spective, both familiar and new participants were included. Specifically, three par-
ticipants had been part of a previous study (refer to Chapter 3), where a focus group
methodology was employed. The remaining three participants were selected exclu-
sively for this new study and had not taken part in any prior research related to the
perception of motion-based features. The decision to include both sets of partici-
pants was deliberate and rooted in the research methodology. Individuals with a
professional profile that aligned with the criteria of the previous study were sought
to complete the group of participants. Specifically, practitioners with experience in
diverse areas of interaction design, such as creating new interfaces, shaping user ex-
periences for interactive systems, engaging in new media creation, or contributing
to interactive digital arts were considered. Furthermore, participants were required
to possess prior expertise in developing interactive full-body experiences based on
movement or gestures.

The strategic mix of participants allowed for the capture of fresh insights from
new interaction designers while maintaining continuity by including individuals
who had contributed in the previous study. It is worth noting that the shift in par-
ticipant numbers compared to the focus group study was a deliberate choice. In this
study, individual interviews were employed rather than group discussions. This
approach enables a deep dive into each participant’s perspectives without the cross-
information exchange and ideation dynamics that characterize focus group settings.
The age range of the participants spanned from 23 to 45 years (M= 30.3, SD= 9.6),
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and their professional experience varied from 3 to 15 years (M=7, SD=4.6). Geo-
graphically, two participants were based in Spain, two in Colombia, and two in the
United States, providing a diverse range of insights and experiences.

Inclusion of Both Sets of Participants. By involving participants who were part
of the previous focus group study, continuity is established. These individuals have
already contributed valuable ideas and insights during the ideation process in the
earlier study. Their participation in the current study provides insight into their
thoughts and reactions regarding the computational prototype based on their prior
input. This not only enriches current findings but also creates a sense of investment
and ownership among these participants. On the other hand, including new partic-
ipants brings in fresh perspectives. These individuals have not been exposed to the
dynamics of the previous study, which ensures that their reactions and ideas are not
influenced by prior group interactions. Their inputs can provide a novel angle and
potentially challenge or validate the ideas generated in the earlier stages of research.

Shift in Participant Numbers. The decision to involve fewer participants in this
study compared to the previous focus group approach is influenced by the change
in methodology. Employing individual interviews as opposed to group discussions
allows for in-depth exploration of each participant’s thoughts without the influence
or dynamics of group interactions [14]. By conducting one-on-one interviews, one
can extract nuanced insights, allowing participants to express their opinions with-
out the potential conformity or negotiation that might occur in a group setting. The
individual interview approach allows the participants’ thoughts, reactions and per-
ceptions to be explored in greater detail. Each interview becomes an opportunity
for a deep dive into their experiences, preferences, and critiques. The qualitative
richness of the data collected through individual interviews can compensate for the
smaller participant number, as the depth of insights obtained can be substantial.

5.1.2 Study Preparation

A room-scale interaction space was set up with a total area of approximately 5m x
4m. The space was equipped with four high-definition cameras placed at various
positions, always above the height of people, to capture the movements from differ-
ent perspectives. A multi-camera configuration was designed to record each view
and enable the tracking of multiple people in a space with occlusions and limited
field-of-view problems.

A set of seven social interaction scenes, tailored for each proposed motion-based
feature, was designed to produce the stimuli for the study. These scenes depicted
four actors engaged in interactions within motion-based settings, and their record-
ing resulted in video clips lasting two minutes each. No behavioral constraints
were imposed on the subjects except for a contextual scene description. This ap-
proach facilitated the emergence of unscripted, authentic interactions, eliminating
contrivances in their movements. The actors were provided with a strategic scene
description, enabling them to customize their performances in alignment with one
of the seven proposed motion-based features (see section 4.2.2). This alignment en-
sured that the actors’ performances seamlessly interfaced with the computational
prototype, facilitating the subsequent extraction of rich insights from their natural
interactions. Three of the seven scenes explore the intricate characterization of indi-
vidual movements, highlighting the nuanced essence of each actor’s gestures. The
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other four scenes delve into collective behaviors through spatial clustering and tra-
jectory patterns. In the context of motion-based interaction, the scene descriptions
provided a foundation while allowing actors to naturally respond to their fellow
performers’ movements and interpretations. For detailed information on the scene
descriptions and other relevant instructions given to actors, please refer to the Ap-
pendix F. A multiple-view frame of each recorded scene is shown in Figure 5.1.

In addition, each multi-view recording was processed using the 3d pose estima-
tion and tracking component, and 15 body landmark locations of each actor in 3d
space were extracted. An example of the multi-camera tracking component cap-
turing the movements of the actors in the interaction space can be seen in Figure
5.2. Finally, stimulus pairs were prepared from each recorded scene. Condition A
presents the multi-view recording with no additional information, while condition
B has the people’s pose overlaid on a 3d-rendered view of the scene. This latter
arrangement will subsequently serve as input to the feature extraction system, al-
lowing the prototype’s user to select a feature from a list for visual rendering during
playback. As they are easier to interpret, during the study sessions, the individual
movement stimuli were first introduced, followed by the group behavior stimuli.
This allowed participants to gain confidence in their understanding of the features
and to slowly build up their own vocabulary. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 provide a visual
representation of the stimulus pairs used in the study, which helps readers better
understand the methodology and results presented in section 5.2.

5.1.3 Interview Method

Before conducting interviews, the doctoral candidate contacted selected participants
(identified as P1 through P6), explained the study’s purpose, completed informed
consent forms, and agreed on meeting times. Interviews were conducted using a
web conferencing tool, with all participants activating their webcams. The inter-
viewer reminded participants that discussions would be used for research purposes
only, and that responses would be kept anonymous. Finally, the interviewer pre-
sented the research aims and explained the contributions of the previous study. Par-
ticipants in the interview were introduced to the prototype’s graphical user interface
and encouraged to interact with it through the interviewer’s actions, with the option
to request functions like stop and resume playback during the study.

Participants engaged in a semi-structured interview designed to play the role
of a pre- and post-evaluation of participants’ insights, allowing us to ascertain the
utility of feature extraction and visualization in enhancing their analytical capabili-
ties. In the pre-evaluation stage, participants were exposed to the initial stimulus–a
multi-view video capturing a scene without additional contextual information. They
were prompted to evaluate whether people’s movement within the scene held sig-
nificance for interaction design. Participants were encouraged to envision spatial-
interactive experiences that could be cultivated based solely on the visual cues pro-
vided by the video. This phase aimed to establish a baseline understanding of
participants’ expectations, prior experiences, and attitudes toward the technology.
The subsequent post-evaluation stage introduced participants to the complemen-
tary stimulus in the pair. Here, participants reexamined the same scene, equipped
with visual support from the feature extraction and visualization prototype. The
objective was to explore the impact of feature extraction on their interpretation of
people’s motion and to stimulate innovative interaction design ideation.
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FIGURE 5.1: Multiple views of interaction scenes used to produce
the stimuli for the study. Each row represent a different scene. The
first three scenes target individual movements of the actors, while
the remaining four target group behavior.
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FIGURE 5.2: Multi-view multiple-people tracking system.

The process of analyzing stimuli and generating insights was iterated across all
seven stimulus pairs. Participants were afforded the opportunity to pursue topics
of interest that organically emerged from the discussions, fostering a comprehen-
sive exploration of various motion-based interactions. As the interviews drew to
a close, participants were invited to reflect on their holistic experience. They were
queried about factors that influenced their engagement, the challenges associated
with assessing people’s movement without proper visual cues, and the perceived
limitations of the process. Refer to Appendix D to see the complete interview proto-
col.

5.2 Analysis and Results

A total of 656 minutes were collected in the form of 6 interviews, ranging from 90 to
135 minutes in duration (M= 109.3, SD= 17). All sessions were recorded using a web
application that facilitated collaborative annotation of noteworthy moments for later
review. Initially, the interview recordings were reviewed, with key insights high-
lighted. Turning points and relevant segments were identified using timestamps,
and these insights were subsequently revisited and examined by the research team.
Excluding introductory remarks by the interviewer and off-topic discussions, the
corresponding audio recordings were transcribed. Grounded Theory methods were
used for qualitative analysis to develop theories or concepts based on the data it-
self rather than starting with preconceived theories or hypotheses[14]. The textual
information was segmented into discrete statements and categorized by condition
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FIGURE 5.3: Stimulus pair used for discussing the ’Bounding Box’
feature. (a) Condition A: multi-view recording with no additional
information. (b) Condition B: same scene with visual support from
the feature extraction and visualization prototype.
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FIGURE 5.4: Stimulus pair used for discussing the ’Instantaneous
Clustering’ feature. (a) Condition A: multi-view recording with no
additional information. (b) Condition B: same scene with visual
support from the feature extraction and visualization prototype.
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rather than participant, fostering an inductive approach that prioritizes the partici-
pants’ contributions to generating analytical themes [116]. To aid in comprehending
the analysis process, appendix E provides definitions of Grounded Theory concepts
that have been employed throughout the qualitative analysis.

The analysis began with open coding, which involved breaking down interview
transcripts into smaller units and assigning descriptive labels or codes to each unit.
This initial coding phase facilitated an exploration of the raw data, enabling the
emergence of initial concepts and the identification of categories as they naturally
evolved. The process of refining and revising codes and categories was ensured by
continuously comparing newly coded data with previously coded segments, to ac-
curately represent the data. The number of categories that emerged was determined
by the principles of data saturation, relevance to the research question, clarity, and
ongoing review. Next, the axial coding phase helped to further refine and deepen the
qualitative analysis by building on the initial category identification achieved dur-
ing the open coding phase. The purpose of axial coding was to better understand
the connections between categories, the contextual factors affecting them, and their
importance in clarifying the focal phenomenon being examined. Through axial cod-
ing, a richer and more nuanced understanding of the research subject emerged, re-
vealing the underlying structures and processes that shaped the data. This iterative
approach allowed the derivation of a core set of central themes from the interview
data. The resulting coded statements and themes were discussed by the research
team over several rounds, and decisions were made by consensus.

The rest of this section reports on the findings of the qualitative analysis con-
ducted for the pre- and post-evaluation phases of the interviews, which propose a
comparison of the participants’ ideas throughout seven stimulus pairs. The analy-
sis of the pre-evaluation phase (section 5.2.1) presents participants’ design strategies
when using only a video as a stimulus. The analysis of the post-evaluation phase
(section 5.2.2) presents participants’ design experiences when movement-based fea-
tures were available. The results of the third part of the interviews (i.e., the overall
experience, limitations faced, and the feature convenience in design practice) are
further presented as part of the discussion section (section 5.3).

5.2.1 Design Strategies Using Only Video

The main themes that emerged from the participants’ observations of human move-
ment using only videos account for different design strategies: First, through the
use of existing interactive experiences as design examples. Second, expressing the de-
tection needs that would need to be resolved. Third, evaluating the convenience of
using user movement to design interactive experiences. Finally, in certain cases, ex-
pressing original interaction design ideas. Table 5.1 shows an overview of the axial
coding process, emergent categories, and themes.

Existing Interactive Experiences as Design Examples. Participants used examples
of existing interactive experiences when asked for interaction design ideas in the
context of a particular scene. This was a recurrent type of response at the begin-
ning of the discussion and for all conditions, with the intent of using metaphors and
references to familiar experiences in their own ideation process.
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TABLE 5.1: Qualitative analysis of participants’ design strategies
using only video.

Axial Coding Emerging Categories Themes
Gesture

Gesture control

Detection needs

Space
Multi-modality
Embodiment
User interest

User-space relationGrouping
User characterization
Movement patterns

Group behavior
Collaboration
References to prior work Existing interactive
Design examples experiences
Bodily descriptions

Convenience of using
user movement

Figurative descriptions
Scene descriptions

“There is an interaction, from my initial perspective, that is very individual; as each
one is on their own. So I thought like in these interactive control rooms that you see in
the movies, I don’t know, ’minority report’ or something like that.” (P1)
“What comes to my mind are these experiences where you have a group of dancers
in some kind of augmented performance, with projected images and mapping effects.”
(P3)

In general, participants that used examples or references to prior works they have
seen, respond with unresolved ideas and abstract design solutions. We relate this to
the difficulty of identifying specific characteristics of the movement, in the absence
of any visual feedback other than the video itself, to inspire design practice.

“It’s like one of those ’infinite’ interactive rooms, where I walk and something gets
painted, and depending on how many people there are, then the painting changes.”
(P5)
“Everything that has to do with using the gaze as a pointer. In fact, I forgot to mention:
we used this in an experience at the Museum of Barcelona with the projection of a
flashlight.” (P1)

Detection Needs. Participants were most concerned with using bodily motion as
a natural user interface and expressed detection needs to be solved. As captured
by some statements, their concerns pointed towards the user-space relation, gesture
control, and group behavior.

“Well, you would have to identify the spaces where users stop. Then, if I can relate it
to the direction they’re looking at, I envision an immersive art experience.” (P6)
“I’m thinking about how long the user has to take to make the gesture and how to
detect it. It is these types of parameters that at the end of the day would define the
rhythm of the experience.” (P3)
“For me, the most interesting thing would be to embody the capabilities of a solo inter-
action, to see how much fun it is. How functional is what I am doing, just by moving
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that interface, moving those buttons? How involved am I in the interaction with the
other person?” (P2)

Convenience of using User Movement. When describing which aspects of users’
motion characterize the scene, participants commonly found attributes closely re-
lated to the study conditions. Through this initial discussion, we validated that all
scenes had valuable situations to further assess the prototype feature proposals. If
these descriptions referred to the use of the body they were grouped as bodily de-
scriptions:.

“A user went much faster, crouched down, had items to grab and to put from one side
to the other. While the other was clearly looking around, recognizing the place, using
very little of his body.” (P4)
“There are small gestures. I don’t know, one user touches the other’s shoulder, or some
are looking at each other face to face. But I think the main feature in the video is the
way users come together in a social movement.” (P3)

Statements describing overall behaviors or time and space circumstances were la-
beled scene descriptions:

“I note that they do not see each other, I do not see a correlation between their move-
ments. I do see them occupying the same space, without there being a dissonance
between what they are doing. However, I don’t see a direct interaction between what
they are doing there.” (P5)
“I think what matters most in that scene is where they stand and the interactions they
are making in mid-air.” (P2)

While descriptions that used creative assumptions to interpret user movement were
labeled as figurative descriptions:

“On the one hand, the first user enters, with an attitude of observing as if he were
looking through a window. There isn’t much more interaction than trying to see some-
thing from different angles. On the other hand, when the other users arrive, I imagine
a situation where they try to find that thing that catches the attention of the first user.”
(P1)
“It could also be an experience based on detecting if the user follows a path, let’s say
something like the circular movement of users. I imagine a control system that differ-
entiates movements in large circles from smaller circles to run a choreographic show.”
(P6)

5.2.2 Design Strategies Using Movement-Based Features

The review of the scenes with the assistance of the feature extraction and visual-
ization prototype (see section 4.2) focused the interaction design strategies of the
participants on the following themes: First, feature interpretability. Second, the ease
of use of features. Third, the proposal of new features once they see what the prototype
can offer. And finally, imagining new forms of interaction as a comparison of what
they already expressed in the absence of any visual feedback other than the video
itself. Table 5.2 summarizes the qualitative analysis process and how axial coding,
categories, and themes emerged.
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TABLE 5.2: Analysis of participants’ design strategies when using
the prototype.

Axial Coding Emerging Categories Themes
Motion interpretation

Feature
interpretability

Acceptance and endorsement
Tool for analysis
User’s sense of agency From the user’s

perspective Ease of use of
features

Natural user interface
Visualization impact During

developmentImplementation issues
Feature parametrization Algorithm

refinement

Proposals for new
features

Better extraction strategies
Predict emotions Using features

for predictionPredict behaviors
Simple derivations

Higher-level
features

Time influence
Relations with space
Interaction control

User journey

Imagining new
forms of interaction

User following
Creation and design Promote the

ideation processConcept ideation
Prototype functionality
Games Applicability of

the featuresExhibitions
Directions for moving

Movement and
time influence

Relation with time
Motion description

Feature Interpretability. Statements within this theme were further analyzed and
clustered into the following sub-groups:

Motion interpretation consisted of descriptions of how the prototype feedback favored
the practitioner’s interpretation of motion and influenced their design ideas.

“Speaking of visualization, I have not only the size of the cluster, which in this case
represents the number of users, but also the distance between those users to the cluster
centroid, which can be very interesting to have different representations of the interac-
tion that is happening.” (P4)
“One thing is that this feature allows me to see something different from what I saw
in the corresponding video. The other is that the volume occupied by the user changes
showing some very interesting patterns that I can use directly to control an interactive
experience.” (P3)

Acceptance and endorsement were participants’ descriptions of how they received the
prototype functionality from an interpretability perspective.

“This is very powerful. Even more so with the possibility of choosing any landmark to
detect similarities in the trajectory. I would choose hands, for example.” (P5)
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“Interesting! The group movement in this visualization looks natural and fluid. I
would use it not only to implement an interactive experience but to measure its effec-
tiveness.” (P3)

Tool for analysis consisted of descriptions that referred to the prototype as a helpful
resource to evaluate not only users’ movement but the interaction experience over
time.

“In this scene, it was ’cool’ to see a heat map with a lot of the information that I had
previously with lower-level features. It’s all there, and now I can analyze where they
were moving! It is certainly easier for me to see it because of the type of visualization.”
(P3)
“For me, it is useful not only to control the experience as such but also to measure
its long-term success. This is one of the most difficult things in the design of interac-
tive experiences since in most cases the only feedback we have is through satisfaction
interviews.” (P1)

Ease of Use of Features. Participants had differing opinions about which aspect
of the use of the feature would make their design practice easier. On the one hand,
some participants stated that it greatly depends on users understanding the move-
ment they should make, which talks about considerations from the user’s perspective.
On the other hand, for some others, it depends on designers being able to map them
as a control parameter, which represents considerations during development. The two
following comments reflect previous postures, respectively:

“When you’re designing experiences, it’s important that there are certain things that
are kind of magical and abstract, right? But also that they allow some understanding
of how user interaction works in order to control the experience. Otherwise, people
come in, and if they don’t understand, they leave. So it also seems to me that it is, in a
certain way, a matter of easy understanding for the user.” (P1)
“In clustering, I see that there are several data available that are, in a certain way,
parameterizable. Not only for the user, as an interaction parameter, but as a robust
control event in the implementation stage.” (P5)

Proposals for New Features. During the interviews, we noticed that as partici-
pants gained confidence in their understanding of the features, their comments on
the evaluation of whether user movement was interesting for interaction design re-
flected the need of extracting information with a higher level of abstraction to meet
the expectations of their own design ideas. Within this theme, three groups emerged:

Algorithm refinement gathered comments that evidenced that participants felt famil-
iar enough with the extraction technique to envision their own ideas of using the
algorithm to further their design ideas.

“I would use the user’s distance to all other clusters in a game to influence what the
other groups of people produce even if to a lesser extent.” (P4)
“Something that occurs to me, at a technical level, is to use several of the features
that we have talked about as input to the machine learning algorithm to explore multi-
dimensional clustering.” (P5)
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Using features for prediction consisted of descriptions pointing towards the use of
the extracted information to predict users’ emotions or behaviors, although none
of them directly mentioned how to achieve this computationally.

“Having access to the volume that each user is occupying allows me to predict their
emotions, or what they are feeling. Even assign them a label of what type of user they
are.” (P4)
“There is something interesting, and it is to understand that the feature is a specific
information of the movement that opens the additional possibility of predicting the
user’s behavior.” (P5)

Higher-level features were responses that took a broader view and expanded the de-
tection capabilities by using the given feature to propose a higher level of abstrac-
tion. In most conditions, the feature visualization helped participants to get an idea
of how the temporal or spatial variability of the descriptor represented interesting
detection events.

“It seems to me that it would be very interesting to relate the ‘trajectory feature’ over
time. Detect things like a user who was still for a certain amount of time or how long
the synchronized movement of users lasted.” (P1)
“Well, I have the ‘feature’ but its variability obviously seems interesting to me as
another way of detecting something. For me, the ideal would be to describe the scene
from information derived from the visualization of this feature.” (P6)

Imagining New Forms of Interaction. When asked what other interactions they
could think of, participants seemed to have reasoned the feature as design material,
and most were able to settle their thinking with concrete design ideas. The two most
important categories from this theme grouping were: (1) descriptions of how the
feature helps define, follow, or control the user journey throughout the experience.

“The interior design of commercial spaces has some rules, right? Then, depending
on the user’s trajectory, the intent of those rules can be reinforced with lighting, for
example. Now I can detect where the user stops and, based on this event, understand
which are the objects, or at least the category of objects, that attract the most attention.”
(P6)
“It occurs to me that you can know two people from the same team, in what position
they are one with respect to the other. And define whether or not they are fulfilling
a condition, for example, you are ‘offside’ or you are not. You’re ahead or you’re not,
those kinds of interactions. I think they are interesting.” (P2)

And (2) descriptions of how the prototype promotes the ideation process:.

“It can also lend itself to generative art explorations based on x number of rules. I
would use as initial input, the trajectories of the hands as if they were pointers.” (P4)
“If the user’s ’heading’ is in this direction, then I light only this section, and the rest I
make it dark. That way the user can use his body as a flashlight, to explore.” (P1)
“Imagine dividing the interaction space into two parts. You put a point of attention on
each side, with a virtual button located in mid-air. You can identify when both users
are pressing the button simultaneously, without having to consider a physical button
as a sensor for such an event.” (P4)
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To a lesser extent, the discussion of the participants focused on proposing interaction
design ideas derived from the Prototype functionality, the applicability of the features,
or after abstracting the movement and time influence through visualization.

“The information provided by the prototype can be used to develop an active play
installation using gross motor skills. You could analyze group patterns and make a
game out of them.” (P2)
“For example, I imagine a game where people have a screen in front of them and they
have to move on a kind of platform, like a pinball. Then they have to become small
and large to go through a maze. So users move around in space and have to talk
about: ‘become small’, ‘you’re very heavy.’ This is enough to get into a pretty fun
interaction.” (P4)
“I immediately think of a game between movement and time, that is, if the user spends
a lot of time moving a lot, then a whirlwind is generated, a little earthquake. So the
user feels an earthquake in his body and wants it to start shaking. He needs a very
long tail, right? The intensity would be directly correlated with the length of the tail.
If he stays still, then the earthquake stops.” (P1)

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Hypothetical Scenarios for using Multi-view 3d Pose Estimation and
Tracking

In this section, we explore hypothetical scenarios for applying multi-view 3d pose
estimation and tracking in interaction design. Interaction designers were prompted
to envision situations in which this technology could offer advantages for analyzing
movement in interaction design contexts. The ensuing discussions uncovered vari-
ous themes, including the impact of group size, the timing of technology utilization,
and considerations related to the sensing technology.

Group Size. One key theme that emerged from our discussions with interaction
designers is the significance of group size in determining the utility of multi-view
3d pose estimation and tracking. Participants unanimously agreed that the proto-
type would be most beneficial in scenarios involving a large number of users. This
finding aligns with the recognition that, in settings with a considerable number of
participants, manually analyzing and comprehending the extensive amounts of data
generated by the system can be a daunting task. As P4 articulated, “In massive use
settings, where users are expected to pass quickly, cameras should be used. For example, in a
museum, an event, or a concert.” Traditional technologies such as motion capture may
excel in controlled environments, but they struggle to keep pace with the dynam-
ics of large, unstructured audiences. Multi-view 3d pose estimation and tracking,
through its clustering features, can serve as a valuable tool for designers by au-
tomatically identifying patterns and grouping users. This capability promotes the
exploration of group behavior, allowing designers to identify key interaction op-
portunities and challenges rapidly. Such insights inform the development of more
effective and engaging interactions for larger user groups. Furthermore, the visual-
ization of clustering features aids in comprehending the flow of people, as noted by
P6: “Without visualization, it is very difficult for me to really know how interaction groups
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are formed.” Visualizations of hotspots reveal areas of high user interaction, particu-
larly crucial in scenarios with a large number of participants. Designers can leverage
this information to optimize system design, enhancing the overall user experience.

Timing. The timing of employing multi-view 3d pose estimation and tracking ap-
pears as another vital consideration. Participants in our study acknowledged that
this technology could be an invaluable resource at various stages of interaction de-
sign. For instance, some participants suggested that it could aid in the early ideation
phase by providing insights into how users naturally move (P1 and P3). This infor-
mation can fuel the generation of innovative interaction ideas. However, for real-
time applications, participants emphasized the need for improved synchronization
and faster processing, highlighting the importance of refining the technology’s per-
formance (P6). Additionally, the prototype was seen as a potent analysis tool, en-
abling the long-term offline examination of movement data (P2, P4, and P5). This
extended temporal perspective can be instrumental in maintaining or redesigning
interactive experiences based on comprehensive movement data analysis.

Sensing Technology. Interviewees discussed the advantages and disadvantages
of other sensing strategies concerning accuracy, robustness, latency, and complex-
ity, comparing them with the multiple-view approach presented in this study. A
recurring theme in our discussions was the preference for implementation simplic-
ity over the pursuit of extreme accuracy in interactive system development. Partici-
pants appreciated the ease of using consumer cameras and the adaptability of spatial
configurations. These technologies were perceived as user-friendly and accessible,
facilitating a seamless integration into various design scenarios. This aligns with
the ideas expressed by P2: “It is an advantage to have cameras. I find the fact that large
spaces can be covered very interesting.” In contrast, more accurate sensing setups, such
as motion capture systems and inertial measurement units, were acknowledged for
their potential to deliver precise data. However, their adoption was hindered by the
challenges they posed. The key factor at hand is striking a balance between precision
and practicality. As P2 emphasized, “Obviously, its use comes with a sacrifice issue in
the precision of the movement.” This acknowledgment underscores the pragmatic ap-
proach taken by interaction designers in our study. None of the interaction concepts
discussed required fine-grained movement tracking or sub-millimeter accuracy. In-
stead, the emphasis was on capturing the broader patterns and dynamics of user
movement, which aligns well with the capabilities of multi-view 3d pose estimation
and tracking.

5.3.2 Feature Convenience in Interaction Design Practice

Interaction Designers had different opinions on which of the features presented
would be most suitable for their interaction design practice. However, all partici-
pants agreed to select features they thought would make the interaction experience
functional and easy to replicate. This implies preferring features that would con-
tribute to creating an interaction that is practical, usable, and efficient.

We observed a split in participants’ attitudes about what determines functional-
ity, with the difference coming down to who would directly benefit from the detec-
tion strategy. On the one hand, four of the six interviewees stated that they would
choose a feature based on whether end users understand the movement they should
make, thus providing users with a greater sense of agency. P1 argued, “I would choose
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a feature that helps users understand what they need to do without too much instruction so
that the interaction feels natural and intuitive.” Additionally, P3 mentioned, “For me, a
functional interaction is one that is easy to learn, easy to use, and doesn’t require a lot of
effort from the user. So, I would select features that simplify the interaction and make it
more straightforward.” According to the practitioners, features such as Bounding Box,
Heading, and Instantaneous Clustering were viewed as dimensionality reduction
strategies that could simplify the design of an interaction strategy, particularly when
designers needed to minimize the time users spent learning how to use the system.
On the other hand, the two other interviewees felt that they could potentially benefit
from movement-based features if they could map them reliably as a control param-
eter during implementation. P6 expressed, “I think the interaction needs to be reliable
and consistent so that users can trust that it will work the same way every time. Easy repli-
cation means that I can easily implement the interaction in different contexts without a lot
of customization.” At face value, designers expressed the features’ attributes that bet-
ter suit their practice: coarse actions characterization, user motion anticipation, and
association of detection events with natural and intuitive movements.

These findings hold broader implications for the research community, shedding
light on the decision-making process of interaction designers. It underscores the
need for researchers to develop a nuanced approach to feature design, recogniz-
ing that designers weigh considerations of end-user experience and practical im-
plementation differently based on their specific project goals. Consequently, tools
and guidelines should be flexible and adaptable, accommodating designers’ diverse
preferences and priorities. Moreover, our study accentuates the critical role of per-
ceived agency by end-users as a driving factor in practitioners’ decisions when in-
corporating movement-based features into their interaction design practice. This
emphasis on empowering users reflects a broader trend in the field of interaction de-
sign, where interactions are increasingly designed to prioritize user engagement, sat-
isfaction, and intuitive control. In an evolving digital landscape, users have height-
ened expectations, seeking interactions that not only fulfill functional requirements
but also empower them to effortlessly achieve their goals.

However, it is crucial to distinguish our findings from existing research that has
delved into the use of movement qualities features. These studies have often been
conducted within expert domains, involving individuals with extensive training in
the nuances of movement performance and the subtleties of movement qualities. In
these specialized contexts, the focus lies on optimizing the movement representa-
tions, serving experts with a deep understanding of movement nuances. In contrast,
our study addresses the broader field of interaction design, where the end-users are
often non-experts with varying degrees of familiarity with the digital interface. Our
findings underscore that interaction designers prioritize perceived agency by these
end-users, which may not necessarily align with research objectives conducted in
expert domains. Interaction designers aim to create intuitive, user-centric experi-
ences that empower individuals of diverse backgrounds, potentially with minimal
training or expertise in movement qualities. Therefore, our results emphasize the
practical considerations and user-centric approach that guide feature selection in
interaction design, distinct from the specialized focus of certain related research ar-
eas. This distinction highlights the relevance and applicability of our findings in the
broader context of designing interactive systems for a wide range of users.
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5.3.3 Feature Visualization in Designing Movement-Based Interactions

Our research bridges artistic exploration and analytical needs through feature visu-
alization in movement-based interactions. In contrast to conventional visualization
methods, which often fall short of capturing nuanced movement dynamics, our ap-
proach provides tailored visualizations for interaction designers. While prior work
[88], [143] has predominantly focused on enhancing expressive and enjoyable as-
pects of movement, our research takes a distinct analytical stance. We empower a
diverse audience, including non-experts, by making complex movement data com-
prehensible and expanding the reach of movement-based interaction design to var-
ious applications. By acting as a bridge, our work serves as a valuable tool for
data-driven decision-making across diverse domains. It complements the existing
landscape of movement visualization techniques by addressing the specific needs
of interaction designers. Furthermore, our approach extends beyond contemporary
dance and expressive gesture recognition [144], [145], finding applications in user
experience design, smart learning environments, public installations, and more.

Practitioners reacted positively to the designer-interpretable features and how
their visualization could improve their interaction design practice. The main benefit
practitioners perceived was that the prototype allowed them to explore interaction
ideas at first glance, without complex interpretation barriers or prior training before
using users’ movement during ideation. Visual cues helped them to contextualize
users’ individual and group intentions in space, laying the groundwork for (1) en-
hancing the design process and (2) understanding user experience.

5.3.3.1 Enhancing the Design Process

Our study reveals insights into how the integration of feature visualization enhances
the design process in the context of movement-based interactions. Beyond the ini-
tial positive reactions from practitioners, it’s essential to understand the underlying
mechanisms that drive this enhancement.

Accessibility and Ideation. The intuitiveness of our prototype and the immedi-
ate accessibility it provides to practitioners offer crucial insights into the removal of
barriers in the early stages of interaction design. This newfound ease of entry into
the design process fosters creativity. It encourages practitioners to explore uncon-
ventional ideas and take risks, knowing they can quickly translate ideas into visu-
alizations. This is particularly valuable in the ideation phase, where the freedom to
experiment without inhibition can lead to innovative design concepts.

Validation and Iteration. The ability to compare design ideas with initial percep-
tions through feature visualization is a powerful validation mechanism. Designers
can see how closely their conceptualizations align with the actual movements and
interactions, which not only aids in refining ideas but also facilitates iterative de-
sign. By continuously comparing design iterations, practitioners can identify areas
for improvement and make informed adjustments. P3 argued, “It’s just that the fea-
tures make it much easier. For example, clustering and trajectories are good for understand-
ing how groups are formed. One now compares the features and the videos, and it is not
easy to realize all the information in the movement that can be useful.” Thus, our approach
provides a feedback loop that promotes iterative and user-centered design practices.
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Facilitating Cross-disciplinary Ideation. One noteworthy insight is the capacity of
our prototype to transcend disciplinary boundaries. As stated by P1, “The prototype
is very useful for me to ground the idea and take it to other fields of ideation.” It suggests
that feature visualization doesn’t just benefit interaction designers but has the poten-
tial to support cross-disciplinary collaboration. It acts as a common language that
allows professionals from diverse backgrounds to communicate and iterate on ideas
effectively.

5.3.3.2 Understanding User Experience

Our study also provides valuable insights into how feature visualization aids in un-
derstanding user experience in movement-based interactions, going beyond imme-
diate benefits to provide deeper understanding.

User-centric Design. The ability of designers to imagine and simulate user inter-
actions through visual cues represents a shift toward more user-centric design prac-
tices. By offering a visual representation of user movements and group dynamics,
our approach encourages designers to think from the user’s perspective. This em-
pathetic viewpoint enables designers to anticipate user needs, pain points, and pref-
erences, resulting in designs that are more aligned with user expectations.

Concrete Decision-making. The insights gained from visualizing features, such as
distance to centroids, angles between users, and cluster shapes, provide designers
with tangible and actionable information. This information helps them make in-
formed design decisions. For instance, as mentioned by P5, “By observing a trajectory,
I can be very sure of where the user has passed, and I can make redesign decisions with cer-
tainty based on an analysis over time.” This concreteness empowers designers to create
interactions not based solely on intuition but grounded in data-driven insights.

Overcoming Computational Complexity. Practitioners reported that exposure to
visual cues instead of numerical data favored their design practice. Showing a few
spatial and temporal relationships derived from the algorithm’s output helped par-
ticipants consolidate a graphical understanding of the feature. An essential aspect
highlighted by P3’s comment is how feature visualization simplifi“What is very dif-
ficult to identify without visualization are, for example, the creative possibilities of using
clustering and those features that are a bit more computational and therefore harder to inter-
pret.” Movement-based interaction data often involves intricate calculations, making
it challenging for designers without a technical background to grasp the underly-
ing concepts. Visualization acts as a bridge, converting abstract numerical data into
easily interpretable visual representations, promoting understanding and teamwork
among designers, data scientists, and engineers.

5.4 Summary

Chapter 5 offers an in-depth exploration of an innovative approach centered on vi-
sualizing user motion descriptors within the context of interaction design. The pro-
totype introduced in chapter 4.2 presents a transformative tool that empowers inter-
action designers to harness the potential of movement data effectively. By automat-
ing feature extraction, the prototype facilitates the exploration of diverse techniques,
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aiding designers in identifying optimal approaches aligned with their design objec-
tives. A key highlight lies in the prototype’s visualization capability, which uncovers
intricate patterns and relationships hidden within the raw data, enriching designers’
understanding.

Further enriching the design process, the chapter underscores the critical role
of visualization in tailoring interactions to user behaviors and movement patterns.
Our study confirms that the approach enhances designers’ use of human motion
data and fosters creativity in design. The prototype’s potential extends to improv-
ing the comprehension of user experiences, offering a clear visual representation of
extracted features. Moreover, this method expands the scope of feature extraction
methods, which is especially useful when dealing with big and intricate datasets
that present difficulties for manual analysis. Ultimately, the chapter accentuates how
visualization can enhance interaction design by infusing it with profound insights
from motion data.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we reflect on the current research in light of the thesis objectives,
the specific purposes of three publications, and the problem outlined in the first
chapter of the thesis. Similarly, we highlight the limitations of the study and

suggest some avenues for future research.

6.1 Contributions of the Thesis

This thesis makes significant contributions to the field of movement-based inter-
action by addressing the challenge of designing user-centered, motion-based inter-
actions. Through a series of studies, it explores the perceptions of interaction de-
signers towards using motion-based full-body features, proposes a set of designer-
interpretable features that enhance the designer’s ability to use human motion in
interactive experiences, and evaluates the effects of these features on the concept
ideation and design of motion-based interactions using a user-centered approach.

The first contribution of the thesis is the exploration of the perceptions of interac-
tion designers towards using motion-based full-body features. This contribution is
particularly important because interaction designers are the ones responsible for de-
signing interactive systems that take advantage of human motion. However, the use
of motion-based full-body features is an emerging area of research within interaction
design, and little is known about how designers perceive and approach this kind of
technology. The second major contribution of the thesis is the development of a set
of designer-interpretable features that can be used to enhance the designer’s ability to
use human motion in interactive experiences. These features were developed based
on the results of a focus group study that aimed to understand the perceptions of
interaction designers towards using motion-based full-body features and how these
features link sensor-based interaction design with feature extraction technology. The
third contribution of the thesis is an evaluation of the effects of the proposed features
on the concept ideation and design of motion-based interactions following a user-
centered strategy. The validity of the approach is established through a qualitative
study conducted with interaction designers.

The specific objectives of the thesis plan were concretized as the research pro-
gressed, taking the form of specific purposes in the three mentioned papers: A.1 in-
vestigate the perceptions of interaction designers towards the use of motion-based
full-body features in their design work, A.2 explore the impact of user clustering vi-
sualization on the design of motion-based interactive systems, and A.3 propose and
evaluate a user-centered approach for using movement-based features in interaction
design.
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6.2 Conclusions

Chapter 3 offers an integral vision of the challenges and opportunities that prac-
titioners encounter when processing sensor data to extract motion-based features
for interactive experience design. The study with interaction designers allows us
to argue that there are various designer profiles, and that some may not have a
solid technical background. This divergence can limit the full potential of feature
extraction technologies. This thesis has thoroughly explored this critical distinction
and its significance. By carefully outlining the interaction designer’s profile, this re-
search has shed light on why different designers engage with complex algorithms
and technologies to varying degrees. As a result, this chapter not only enriches the
understanding of the intricate relationship between designers and technology but
also provides a comprehensive perspective on why some designers may not be as
involved with these innovations as others.

Additionally, Chapter 3 highlights that while feature extraction is considered
challenging and time-consuming, a computational tool designed to interpret the
movement of multiple users from diverse perspectives could enable novel interac-
tion strategies to emerge at a reduced technical cost. Furthermore, it emphasizes
that motion-based features should be grounded in conceptual frameworks known
for offering advice on designing sensor-based interactions. The chapter adheres to
the idea that non-technical interaction designers must understand the possibilities
opened up by technology and acknowledge the detection system’s nature to com-
plete an effective design-development cycle. The study in this chapter shows that ac-
knowledging the detection system’s nature is crucial for interaction designers, even
if they lack the technical knowledge to extract features. Overall, this chapter widens
the reach of feature extraction technology for motion-based interactive experiences
by demonstrating its potential as a useful tool for better understanding user be-
havior. The study also validates the concept of a computational tool designed as a
designer-interpretable motion-based feature extractor, which offers a comprehensible
representation of the interaction design possibilities that sensing technology offers.

Chapter 5 presents an approach to visualizing user motion descriptors, provid-
ing interaction designers with a valuable tool to effectively utilize movement data
in the design process. By automating the process of feature extraction, our compu-
tational prototype allows designers to quickly iterate through different techniques
and identify the most relevant ones to their design goals. The visualization allowed
designers to overcome the complexity of the extraction algorithms and explore the
creative possibilities of using motion-based features. Additionally, the prototype
makes it easy for designers to identify patterns and relationships that are not imme-
diately apparent from raw data. By identifying common behaviors and movement
patterns of users, designers were able to tailor their interactions accordingly, result-
ing in more engaging and interactive experiences for end users. The exposure to
visual cues, rather than numerical data, was deemed crucial in their design practice
as it helped them to understand user behavior in a more intuitive and graphical way.
Practitioners reported that it was very difficult to abstract the meaning of the data
without the prototype, and by observing the user trajectory, they were able to make
redesign decisions with certainty based on an analysis over time. The results of the
qualitative study have shown that this approach is effective in improving the ability
of interaction designers to use human motion data in the design process, leading to
more creative and innovative design ideas, as well as more engaging and interactive
experiences for end-users. Furthermore, the prototype allows designers to better
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understand the user experience by providing a clear and intuitive representation of
the features extracted from human motion, enabling designers to better understand
how users are interacting with technology. One of the key benefits of this approach
is that it widens the reach of feature extraction techniques for interaction designers,
particularly when working with large and complex datasets, where manual analysis
can be time-consuming and error-prone. Additionally, by providing a visual rep-
resentation of the algorithm’s output, designers can easily identify the abilities and
limitations of the detection system, which can inform the design process in a way
that can lead to novel interaction ideas.

6.3 Limitations

This research is focused on a specific domain, namely the design of movement-based
interactions. While the findings and approaches presented in the thesis are relevant
to this domain, their applicability to other domains may be limited. The results of the
studies may not be generalizable to other types of interactions or design domains.
Moreover, the studies primarily focus on the design phase of the interaction design
process. While this is an important phase, it is only one part of the overall design
process. The proposed approaches and prototypes may need to be integrated into
other phases of the design process, such as evaluation and testing, to fully realize
their potential benefits.

The studies conducted in the thesis were limited to a relatively small sample
size of interaction designers. While the results are promising, further research with
a larger and more diverse sample may be necessary to confirm the findings and
generalize them to a broader population. Additionally, the prototype developed in
the studies have limitations in terms of their functionality and scalability. While
the prototype was effective in demonstrating the feasibility and potential benefits of
the proposed approaches, it may require further development and refinement to be
implemented on a larger scale or in real-world design projects.

The study in Chapter 5 focuses on specific aspects of movement-based interac-
tions, such as user clustering and trajectory similarity, to describe group behavior
(see section 4.2). While these are important areas of research, there may be other
important aspects of movement-based interactions that have not been explored in
this research. Further research may be necessary to identify and investigate these
aspects.

Practitioners should be aware that motion-based feature extraction is a complex
process that requires an understanding of the domain, the user, and the technol-
ogy. It should be approached with a critical perspective, considering the context, the
goals, and the limitations of the project. Also, it’s important to note that user behav-
ior visualization should be used in conjunction with other evaluation methods, such
as usability testing, to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the system’s
performance.

6.4 Future Work

In future work, several aspects related to the contributions of the thesis can be fur-
ther explored. One important direction is to investigate the impact of user clustering
visualization on the design of interactive experiences in more depth. To this end,
user studies can be conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the system in different
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scenarios and domains. Moreover, the integration of other machine-learning tech-
niques can be explored to improve the accuracy and robustness of the user clustering
algorithm. As a new line of research, one can investigate the potential of using our
approach in other fields such as crowd analysis, sports analysis, and surveillance.
In particular, our approach has the potential to provide insights into movement pat-
terns and behaviors of people in different contexts, which can be useful for a wide
range of applications.

Another area of future work is to explore the potential of using the computa-
tional prototype’s approach in combination with other movement-based interaction
design techniques such as gesture recognition. This would enable the creation of
more complex and natural interactions for users, and further improve the accuracy
and robustness of the system. Additionally, the use of virtual and augmented real-
ity technologies can be investigated to enhance the visualization of group behavior
descriptors and provide a more immersive design experience for interaction design-
ers. This can be particularly useful for designing complex interactive experiences in
domains such as entertainment and education.

Finally, the computational prototype’s approach to visualizing user clustering
descriptors can be employed in a variety of different contexts. For example, it can
be used to design interactive installations, games, and other types of interactive ex-
periences. It can also be used in fields such as healthcare, where it can be used to
track and analyze the movement of patients in order to better understand and treat
conditions such as Parkinson’s disease and other movement disorders. Thus, the po-
tential applications of our approach are diverse and promising, and further research
is needed to explore its full potential.
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List of Publications

A.1 Interaction designers’ perceptions of using motion-based
full-body features

Escamilla, A., Melenchón, J., Monzo, C., Morán, J.A., 2021. Interaction design-
ers’ perceptions of using motion-based full-body features. International Journal of
Human-Computer Studies 155, 102697.

DOI: 10.1016/j.ijhcs.2021.102697.
JCR Impact Factor: 4.866 (2021), 1st quartile.
Category: COMPUTER SCIENCE, CYBERNETICS - SCIE.

Abstract

Movement-based full-body interactions are increasingly being used in the design of
interactive spaces, computer-mediated environments, and virtual user experiences
due to the development and availability of diverse sensing technologies. In this
context, the role of interaction designers is to find systematic and predictable rela-
tionships between bodily actions and the corresponding responses from technology.
Sensor-based interaction design relies on sensor data analysis and higher-level fea-
ture extraction to improve detection capabilities. However, understanding human
movement to inform the design of motion-based interactions is not straightforward
if the detection capabilities of interaction technologies are unknown. We aim at un-
derstanding the problems and opportunities that practitioners—regardless of their
technical background—perceive in using different motion-based full-body features.
To achieve this, we conducted four separate focus groups with experienced prac-
titioners, with and without technical backgrounds. We used a framework for the
analysis of focus group data in information systems research to identify content ar-
eas and draw conclusions. Our findings suggest that most interaction designers,
regardless of their technical background, consider motion-based feature extraction
to be challenging and time-consuming. However, participants acknowledge they
might use designer-interpretable features as a potential tool to foster user behavior
exploration. Understanding how practitioners link sensor-based interaction design
with feature extraction technology is relevant to design computational tools and re-
duce the technical effort required from designers to characterize the user’s move-
ment.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhcs.2021.102697
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A.2 User Clustering Visualization and Its Impact on Motion-
based Interaction Design

Escamilla, A., Melenchón, J., Monzo, C., Morán, J.A., 2023. User Clustering Vi-
sualization and Its Impact on Motion-based Interaction Design. In: Kurosu, M.,
Hashizume, A. (eds). HCII 2023. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 14011. pp.
47–63. Springer, Cham.

DOI: 10.1007/978-3-031-35596-7_4
Conference: 25th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII
2023.

Abstract

Movement-based interaction design relies on sensor data analysis and higher-level
feature extraction to represent human movement. However, challenges to effectively
using movement data include building computational tools that allow exploring
feature extraction technology as design material, and the need for visual represen-
tations that help designers better understand the contents of movement. This pa-
per presents an approach for visualizing user clustering descriptors to enhance the
practitioners’ ability to use human motion in interaction design. Following a user-
centered strategy, we first identified perceptions of, and barriers to, using motion-
based features in a group of interaction designers. Then, a multiple-view multiple-
people tracking system was implemented as a detection strategy that leverages cur-
rent models for 3d pose estimation. Finally, we developed a computational proto-
type that performs instantaneous and short-term clustering of users in space and
presents simple descriptors of the algorithm’s output visually. Our approach was
validated through a qualitative study with interaction designers. Semi-structured
interviews were used to evaluate design strategies with and without the assistance
of the computational prototype and to investigate the impact of user clustering vi-
sualization on the design of interactive experiences. From practitioners’ opinions,
we conclude that feature visualization allowed designers to identify detection capa-
bilities that enriched the ideation process and relate multiple dimensions of group
behavior that lead to novel interaction ideas.

A.3 Exploring a user-centered approach to using movement-
based features for interaction design purposes

Escamilla, A., Melenchón, J., Monzo, C., Morán, J.A., Carrascal, J.P., 2023. Exploring
a user-centered approach to using movement-based features for interaction design
purposes. (Under review, ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction)

JCR Impact Factor: 3.7 (2022), 2nd quartile.
Category: COMPUTER SCIENCE, CYBERNETICS - SCIE.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-35596-7_4
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Abstract

In this paper, we present an approach that considers the perspectives and attitudes
of interaction designers toward incorporating motion-based features in their de-
signs. We first develop a guiding framework that bridges the gap between low-level
motion-based attributes and a designer-oriented representation. Secondly, we pro-
pose a set of designer-interpretable descriptors to enhance their ability to use human
motion in interaction design. Finally, we use a computational prototype to visually
present the features and help designers better understand movement content. The
investigation into the effects of designer-interpretable features on the concept ideation
and design of motion-based interactions followed a user-centered approach, and its
validity was established through a qualitative study conducted with interaction de-
signers. Semi-structured interviews were designed to play the role of a pre- and
post-evaluation of design strategies when using the computational prototype and
observe the impact of feature visualization on concept ideation. The study deter-
mined that interaction designers leveraged features to identify detection capabilities
and enrich the ideation process. Moreover, feature visualization provided further in-
sights into the characteristics of movement, which helped practitioners understand
the interaction opportunities that come with it. The unanimous assessment of the
proposed features as an effective tool for the analysis of interactive group experi-
ences supports our approach and visualization strategy.
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Focus Group Guide

B.1 Main and supplementary questions in each stage.

TABLE B.1: Main and supplementary questions in each stage.

Stage Main Question Supplementary Questions
Stage 1 How do you explore the different

behaviors of users to develop an
interactive experience?

What interaction design method-
ologies do you use most fre-
quently?

Stage 2 How do you relate interaction de-
sign to the possibilities offered by
detection technologies?

How do you translate detection
systems outputs into a feature
representation especially suitable
for use in a creative context?

Stage 3 When using motion-based detec-
tion technologies, do you think
about interpreting the sensor
data?

What interpretation problems
from sensor data have you usu-
ally found?

Which design needs should a set
of features solve in the context
of large-volume spaces and full-
body interaction?

Stage 4 Which design needs should a set
of features solve when creating
motion-based multiple-users in-
teractions?

What features (information
extracted from multiple-users
movement) do you consider to
be close to typical concepts of
full-body interaction design in
large-volume spaces?
What features, drawn from
multiple-users movement, would
lead interaction designers to
explore the body as a communi-
cation/interaction strategy?
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Concepts in Focus Group Data
Analysis

TABLE C.1: Frequently Used Concepts in Focus Group Data
Analysis [111].

Concept Definition

Content area

A content area is part of the text such as paragraphs or sentences
each of which is about a similar concept, issue, etc., and are
directly related to each other. In the literature, a content area has
also been called a domain, rough structure, or cluster.

Manifest content
Parts (sentences, paragraphs, etc.) of the transcript and observation
field notes with clear meaning (there is no need for a high level of
interpretation) and meaning that multiple analysts agree with.

Latent content
Parts of the transcript and observation field notes that need a
higher level of interpretation and require more discussion among
research team to understand and agree on what the text talks about.

Meaning unit

Graneheim and Lundman (2004, p. 106) define meaning unit as
“words, sentences or paragraphs containing aspects related to
each other through their content and context.” This concept also
has been called “idea unit,” “content unit,” “coding unit,”
“textual unit,” and even “theme.”

Condensation
Shortening a text without changing the quality of its concept.
Condensation also has been called reduction and distillation.

Abstraction
The process of grouping together the condensed text on varying
levels such as codes and concluding subcategories, categories, and
themes. Abstraction also has been called aggregation.

Code
A label/name, a colour, or a number assigned to a condensed
meaning unit. In the analysis framework by code, we mean the use
of labels in the analysis process.

Category

A group of similar codes, and may consist of a number of
subcategories. ‘Category’ expresses the manifest content of the
transcript and answers the question ‘What?’ As categories are
exhaustive and mutually exclusive, no data can fit into more
than one category and no data must be excluded due to lack of
an appropriate category.

Theme

“A thread of an underlying meaning through, condensed meaning
units, codes or categories, on an interpretative level” (i.e., the
expression of the latent content). A theme may include subthemes
and answers to the question ‘How?’. As the measure not
necessarily mutually exclusive, one or more condensed meaning
units and even codes and categories may fit into more than one
theme.
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Interview Protocol

1. The first part of the stimuli, a multi-view video with no additional informa-
tion, was presented. The participant assessed whether people’s movement is
of interest for interaction design using just the video and discussed design
ideas for spatial-interactive experiences in the context of the scene shown. The
following specific questions were made:

• Which aspects of people’s motion characterize the scene?

• How would you imagine an interactive experience in the context of a
scene like the one shown?

2. The second part of the stimuli pair is presented. The participant reviewed the
same scene, having visual assistance from the feature extraction and visualiza-
tion prototype, and answered the following questions:

• How do you interpret the people’s motion from the extracted feature?

• What other interactions can you think of with the information you have
now available?

• How would you use the extracted information available to design a spatial-
interactive experience?

3. Steps 1 and 2 were repeated for all seven stimulus pairs, following up on topics
of interest that arose naturally.

4. As a closure, after all stimuli had been discussed, the participant was asked
about aspects that influenced their overall experience, their thoughts on the
difficulties of assessing people’s movement without proper visualization, and
the limitations faced. The following specific questions were made:

• Before adding the feature visualization, how easy was it to assess people’s
movement from the video? Comment on this, please.

• Among all the features presented, which ones seem convenient to your
design practice and why?

• Can you formulate hypothetical scenarios where you would see benefits
from using 3d pose and tracking to analyze people’s motion for interac-
tion design purposes?
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Concepts in Grounded Theory
Analysis

TABLE E.1: Frequently Used Concepts in Grounded Theory Analysis
[116].

Concept Definition

Open
coding

Open coding is the initial stage of qualitative data analysis in Grounded Theory.
It involves breaking down the raw data (interview transcripts, field notes, etc.)
into discrete segments or "chunks" and assigning descriptive labels or codes to
these chunks. Open coding aims to identify concepts, patterns, and ideas within
the data without any preconceived categories. It’s about creating meaningful
labels that capture the essence of the data.

Axial
coding

Axial coding comes after open coding and involves organizing and connecting
the codes identified in the open coding phase. It’s about exploring relationships
between codes and developing a more structured understanding of the data.
Axial coding often involves creating diagrams or visual representations to
show how codes relate to each other, leading to the emergence of themes and
categories.

Code

A code is a label or tag that is assigned to a specific segment of data (such as a
sentence or a paragraph) to capture its meaning or significance. Codes can be
descriptive (representing the content of the data) or conceptual (representing
the underlying ideas or concepts). Codes are the building blocks of analysis
and are used to identify patterns and trends within the data.

Emergent
category

Emergent categories often result from the coding process. Researchers initially
code the data by breaking it down into smaller segments or codes. As they analyze
and compare these codes, patterns and similarities emerge, leading to
the development of categories.

Theme

A theme is a central idea, pattern, or concept that emerges from the data analysis.
It represents a recurring topic, concept, or phenomenon that is relevant to the
research questions. Themes are identified through the process of open and axial
coding and help researchers make sense of the data by grouping similar categories
together under overarching concepts.

Label

A label refers to a short and concise descriptor or term that is assigned to a code,
category, or theme to succinctly capture its essence or meaning. Labels help
researchers quickly identify and reference specific concepts within the data.
Labels should be chosen thoughtfully to accurately represent the content or
concept being referred to.

Theory

In Grounded Theory, a theory is not necessarily a formal theoretical construct
but rather an explanation or conceptual framework that emerges from the data
analysis process. The theory is grounded in the data and represents an
understanding of the phenomena being studied.
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Script for a group of actors

F.1 General Instructions

• Scene Overview: We will be performing a series of seven social interaction
scenes, each specifically designed for a particular motion-based feature. These
scenes will serve as stimuli for our study.

• Scene Depiction: In these scenes, you will portray four actors engaged in in-
teractions set within motion-based environments. The recordings from these
interactions will result in video clips, each lasting two minutes.

• Behavioral Freedom: There are no strict behavioral constraints imposed on
you, except for a contextual scene description. This will allow for unscripted
and authentic interactions, avoiding any artificial movements.

• Scene Descriptions: You will receive a strategic scene description for each
scene, which will guide your performance. This description is crucial for align-
ing your actions with one of the seven proposed motion-based features.

• Alignment Importance: It’s essential that your performances seamlessly match
the chosen motion-based feature. This alignment will facilitate the integration
of your actions with our computational prototype and help us extract valuable
insights from your natural interactions.

• Individual Movement: Three out of the seven scenes will focus on exploring
the intricate characterization of individual movements. This will highlight the
nuanced essence of each actor’s gestures.

• Collective Behaviors: The other four scenes will delve into collective behav-
iors, emphasizing spatial clustering and trajectory patterns within the interac-
tions.

• Interaction Dynamics: Keep in mind that, within the context of motion-based
interaction, the scene descriptions provide a foundation for your actions while
allowing you to naturally respond to the movements and interpretations of
your fellow performers.
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F.2 Scene Descriptions

TABLE F.1: Scenes Descriptions and their Corresponding Feature.

Scene Feature Description

1
Bounding
box

Movements of individuals with slow, expansive volume
changes. Sometimes, they do this interchangeably or
randomly, and at another moment, they do it in unison.
They can simulate movements akin to freeform dance or
in front of a responsive screen. There should be
transitions to moments of minimal limb movement,
maintaining constant the volume they occupy.

2 Trajectory

Movements of people walking randomly around the
place. Crosses between them, some person stops.
Some moments people try to move to generate a pattern
in their trajectories.

3 Heading

A person enters the place and in the center begins to
turn his body following a virtual object. At some point
she stands still staring at the object and suddenly turns
around and looks at the still object again. The same
action is repeated as if something caught the attention
behind the person.

4 Clustering

Four people meet at a central point, joining one by one,
but they don’t come together much. One person moves
away from the group to another point and time later
another individual joins this person. The two groups
generate dynamics of social interaction, maintaining
their average distance. From one of the groups, a person
leaves the place and the person who is left alone looks
for the other group to join them, after walking alone
around the place.

5 Hotspots

One person walks up to a virtual wall, three others move
around and are drawn to something that the first person
appears to be looking at on that wall. One of them
moves along this wall, in exploration mode and the other
three add up. The same thing happens again around
another point in space some time later.

6
Trajectory
Similarity

Three people walk randomly and decide at some point
to take a break looking at the ground. From different
places they make the same movement following some
virtual object on the floor that tells them where to move.
It can be moving in a circle, around, or in a straight
line with the same direction. At some point they move
randomly until they meet in a line. They move back
and forth.

7
Movement
patterns
correlations

Four people in front of a large screen make
displacement movements and return to their starting
position. Sometimes they take turns and do the same
move with two or three of them, sometimes all four.
The scene can be repeated based on the same concept,
only now they do movements with the right hand
instead of displacements.
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